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Welcome
With an ACCA survey showing that unethical behaviour is still a major concern, 
education in the key issues for professional accountants has never been more important

about proper conduct have been 

learned in the 10 years that have passed 

since the financial crash, with companies 

now working hard to ensure that the 

importance of ethical behaviour is 

recognised and rewarded. 

There is also a greater demand for 

more transparency in how taxpayers’ 

money is spent. In our feature on 

page 25, Dr Geraldine Smith, assistant 

national director with HSE’s internal 

audit division, takes a look at the critical 

role that accountants play in holding 

voluntary agencies to account. 

In our main interview, on page 12, 

John Gaynor, chair of ACCA Ireland, 

discusses the current changes in 

business and education, which are 

underpinned by rapid advances in 

technology. He points out that as 

machine learning, artificial intelligence 

and robotics evolve and change the 

business landscape, so accountants 

must be equipped and ready to tackle 

new ethical challenges. AB

Pat Sweet, Ireland editor

pat.sweet@accaglobal.com

Strong ethical principles and behaviour 
will become increasingly important in 
the evolving digital age and will be 
vital in building trust. For professional 
accountants, being ethical is by no 
means a supplementary and wholly 
personal choice, but an absolutely 
necessary attribute that goes far 
beyond being seen to do the right 
thing. In this special ethics issue of AB, 
we offer a number of articles focusing 
on this hot topic. 

On page 36 we look at the 

conclusions of a recent ACCA survey of 

the views of professional accountants 

on ethics and trust in a digital age. 

The report offers insight and guidance 

on issues from cybersecurity to 

cryptocurrencies. Among its findings, 

the report reveals that in the past 12 

months 24% of respondents have 

observed compromising behaviour at 

their own organisation, and 19% at a 

client’s organisation, while 47% have 

seen accountants acting unethically 

‘from time to time’.

In his column on page 34, Ian Guider 

points out that some painful lessons 
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Planning approval has 
been given for a £29m 
racetrack at Coalisland, 
Co Tyrone, that could 
host international 
motorsport races. The 
3.59km Lake Torrent 
circuit will have 12 turns 
and a mix of technical and 
high-speed sequences.

One of North America’s 
biggest fast food 
operators, the coffee 
shop and doughnut 
chain Tim Hortons, which 
operates as a franchise 
in the UK and Ireland, 
is looking to open up 
to 20 stores in Northern 
Ireland, mainly in Belfast.

New York-raised 
comedian and entertainer 
Des Bishop is laughing 
all the way to the bank 
after the cash pile at his 
entertainment company, 
Blow In Entertainment, 
rose from €41,624 to 
€173,043 last year. He is 
Blow In’s sole employee.

Revenues at the Irish 
Fairy Door Company, 
which only started trading 
from Dublin in 2013, rose 
50% to €2.7m last year. 
The brand received a US 
boost when reality TV 
star Kourtney Kardashian 
featured her son’s door 
on her Snapchat.
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Tullow seeks project finance
Tullow Oil has reported a post-tax loss of US$300m after 

impairments for the fi rst half of 2017. It made a gross profi t of 

US$300m on revenue of US$800m. Meanwhile the company 

has begun raising capital to fi nance a joint project with Total 

and Cnooc for a 1,445km-long crude oil pipeline in Uganda 

and Tanzania. The project has now been approved and is 

expected to cost US$3.5bn, with completion set for 2020.

Tullow Oil has written 
down its African oil 
assets by US$650m

News roundup
This issue’s stories and infographics from Ireland and Northern Ireland, as well as a 
look at the latest developments affecting the fi nance profession around the world

Sound on AML
Ireland has a sound and 

substantially effective regime 

to tackle money laundering 

and terrorist fi nancing, 

according to the mutual 

evaluation report published 

by the Financial Action Task 

Force. However, it added 

that the country could do 

more to obtain convictions 

and demonstrate its 

effectiveness in confi scating 

proceeds of crime. The 

review rated Ireland 

highly on co-ordination, 

co-operation and the use 

of fi nancial intelligence, 

but recommended it 

refi ne its understanding 

of international money 

laundering risks given its 

role as a major regional and 

international fi nancial centre.

 

Exam script is ‘data’
An accountancy student 

looks set to win the right 

to see his exam scripts. 

After failing a Chartered 

Accountants of Ireland 

exam for the fourth time, 

Peter Nowak asked to see 

his scripts to challenge the 

result. CAI refused, arguing 

a script was not personal 

data as defi ned by date 

protection legislation. 

Ireland’s Data Protection 

Commissioner agreed, but 

the EU’s advocate generate 

has taken the opposite view. 

The European Court of 

Justice is now likely to rule in 

Nowak’s favour.

Soft border call
Taoiseach Leo Varadkar has 

called for an imaginative 

approach to avoid a hard 

border between the Republic 

and Northern Ireland. ‘For 

example, if the UK does not 

want to stay in the customs 

union, perhaps there can be 

an EU-UK customs union,’ he 

suggested during a speech 

in Belfast. In a visit to North 

America, Varadkar dismissed 

the idea of using the US-

Canada border as a model. 

‘Make no mistake, it’s a hard 

border,’ he said. ‘There are 

armed guards, dogs, fl ags 

and checkpoints.’

Google wins tax case
Google Ireland has defeated 

the French government over 

a €1.12bn tax demand for 

routing sales in France out of 

Ireland. A French court ruled 

that Google’s European HQ 

in Ireland could not be taxed 

as if it had a permanent 

base in France. The French 

authorities are expected 

to appeal.

Gender quota urged
Irish boards need to do more 

on gender diversity, says the 

National Women’s Council 

of Ireland, which is calling for 

a national action plan and 

quotas for women. ‘Quotas 

are a blunt tool, but they have 

real merit as a mechanism 

for accelerating the pace of 

change,’ said Orla O’Connor, 

director of the council. 

Murphy BDO NI boss
Brian Murphy has taken over 

as managing partner for BDO 

Northern Ireland after Peter 

Burnside stepped down 

from the role preparatory 

to retiring in 2018. Murphy, 

who moves up from head of 

advisory, has been with the 

fi rm since 1992.

Jazz deal charge
A former Celator accountant 

involved in Dublin-based Jazz 

Pharmaceuticals’ acquisition 

of the US company has been 

charged by the US Securities 

and Exchange Commission 

with insider trading. The SEC 

claims Evan Kita tipped off 

two friends about successful 

clinical trials of Celator’s 

new cancer drug (news of 

which triggered a 400% 

rise in its share price) and 

the company’s subsequent 

acquisition by Jazz. Kita 

has yet to respond to 

the charges.
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Allergan parent loss
Israeli drug company Teva 

has declared a US$5.9bn loss 

on second-quarter revenues 

of US$5.7bn after declaring 

a goodwill impairment of 

US$6.1bn. The company’s 

market value subsequently 

fell by US$5bn. Teva bought 

Dublin-headquartered 

Allergan last year for 

US$40bn and the company is 

now carrying $35bn of debt. 

PwC grows research
PwC has expanded its 

Belfast-based global 

research and consulting 

operation with the 

acquisition of UK research 

company Optimisa. The 

merged business will be 

known as PwC Research, 

around 500 individuals. LAB 

is to compensate those who 

lost out as a result. 

Arc-net deal for PwC
PwC Netherlands has 

signed an agreement 

with Belfast-based supply 

chain authentication and 

security business Arc-

net to use blockchain in 

food traceability. Hans 

Schoolderman, PwC partner 

for sustainability and food 

integrity, said: ‘Where many 

startups and others discuss 

and research the power 

of new technologies, the 

Arc-net platform offers a 

proven blockchain-based 

solution, which gives ultimate 

transparency on safety, 

quality and integrity of food.’

with headquarters in PwC’s 

Belfast office. Optimisa has 

an annual turnover of £4m 

and employs 45 staff in 

Leeds and London, who have 

all joined PwC. 

Watters fined
Belfast accountant David 

Watters has been fined 

£75,000 by the Financial 

Conduct Authority. The 

FCA found he had failed to 

‘exercise due skill, care and 

diligence’ as compliance 

officer for accountancy firm 

FGS McClure Watters and for 

Lanyon Astor Buller (LAB), of 

which he was sole director 

and owner. He also failed to 

manage conflicts of interest 

arising from the advice 

of pension consultants to 

Pinnacle programme
Crowe Horwath is partnering 

with the Dublin Chamber 

of Commerce to launch 

a Pinnacle programme to 

support the leaders and 

owners of Irish SMEs in 

building their businesses. 

Pinnacle targets SMEs with 

a turnover of €1m or more 

and at least 10 staff. Naoise 

Cosgrove, managing partner 

of Crowe Horwath, said: 

‘Through a combination of 

advice from our advisory 

team, real life experience 

from business leaders and 

peer-to-peer interaction they 

can access the knowledge 

and experience to help them 

succeed across each stage 

of the business cycle they 

will face.’

Take one
In the latest of our series of video interviews with ACCA members, we meet Ajay Shah FCCA, 
CFO of entrepreneurial table tennis bar chain Bounce and a UK county-level player in his youth

You can watch this interview 
at bit.ly/AB-pingpong

More information

Shah shares his 
experiences on 
working for a growing 
entrepreneurial 
venture, the company’s 
expansion into the US 
and his advice for young 
finance professionals

Taking opportunities
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Highly attractive
Ireland has been named the 

most successful country at 

attracting high-value foreign 

direct investment (FDI) for 

the sixth year in a row.

IBM’s 2017 Global Location 
Trends report put Ireland 

top of the league table of 

countries ranked according 

to the average job value of 

investment projects

According to the report, 

global FDI levels increased 

significantly last year, with 

the numbers of jobs created 

as a result rising by 10%, 

representing its strongest 

level in a decade.
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Taxman’s prime site
HMRC has agreed to lease 

more than 100,000 sq ft of 

prime office space in the 

centre of Belfast as part of its 

UK office restructuring. The 

eight-storey office and retail 

development in Chichester 

Street is under construction, 

with completion expected in 

2019. HMRC is to take a 25-

year lease on the building, 

Erskine House, which will 

house about 1,600 staff. 

Top 10 reputation
Ireland is ranked 10th in 

the world for its reputation 

among the general public, 

according to a survey by 

the Reputations Agency. 

Canada is number one. The 

US, the UK and Russia have 

all seen their reputation 

rankings slip. Niamh Boyle, 

managing director of the 

Reputations Agency, said: 

‘It is encouraging to see 

Ireland consolidate its 

strong global reputation in 

this year’s study. Attracting 

foreign direct investment, 

tourists, high-skilled workers 

and international students is 

facilitated by having a strong 

country reputation.’

Retail centres soar
Dublin is the world’s fifth 

fastest growing retail centre 

and Belfast is eighth, 

according to market analysis 

from CBRE. London is top. 

Belfast has been boosted 

by the planned opening of 

a Belfast city centre campus 

for Ulster University and will 

further benefit from the Royal 

Avenue development.

GNI not GDP
Following Nobel Prize-

winning economist Paul 

Krugman’s dismissive phrase 

‘leprechaun economics’ 

to describe Ireland’s GDP 

figure for 2016, a more 

accurate measure of 

Ireland’s economy has been 

sought. The GDP figure that 

Krugman was criticising had 

been massively distorted 

by nominal transfers of 

corporate ownership 

into Ireland. The Central 

Statistics Office has now 

published a measure called 

the modified gross national 

income, or GNI. This values 

the Irish economy last year 

at €190bn rather than the 

€275bn produced using the 

GDP measure.

Brexit jobs boost
Ireland has benefited from 

substantial investment by 

banks in the wake of the 

Brexit decision. Fifteen of 

the world’s top 20 banks 

have either agreed to open 

operations in Dublin or are 

expanding existing facilities. 

IDA Ireland says it is ‘actively 

working’ to persuade more 

financial services companies 

to locate their European 

operations in Ireland.

Dublin hotel boom
Dublin is benefiting from 

a boom in hotel room 

bookings. Average room 

rates jumped in a year from 

€112 to €128, beating the 

previous record of €121 in 

2006. The annual Crowe 

Horwath hotel industry 

survey found that occupancy 

rates in Dublin were 82%. 

Aidan Murphy, a partner with 

Crowe Horwath, said: ‘The 

escalating rates of Dublin 

hotels, many of which were 

bought for knockdown 

prices by foreign investors, 

will bring renewed focus on 

whether the sector really 

needs continued stimulation 

via a 9% VAT rate.’

Electricity link win
Dublin’s High Court has 

upheld planning approval 

for the southern section of 

the second North/South 

electricity interconnector. 

Under the scheme, overhead 

wires will connect the two 

grid systems through a 

linkage at Cavan and Tyrone. 

Angela McGowan, CBI 

Northern Ireland director, 

said: ‘While this represents 

an important step forward, 

we now need urgent clarity 

on the northern section 

of this economically vital 

interconnector project with 

a positive decision on the 

planning application as soon 

as possible.’

US border tax dead
Senior US Republican 

politicians have abandoned 

plans to introduce a border 

adjustment tax. The tax 

would have levied a new 

charge on imports while 

removing taxes on exports. 

The proposal was opposed 

by Ireland, Mexico and 

other countries where US 

corporations have set up 

operating bases. AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Joins US firm United 

Technologies as project 
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1991
Financial controller with 

Anglo Irish Beef Processors

1989
Becomes member of ACCA

Future proof
Major developments in technology are changing the traditional accountant’s role and 
educational path, explains ACCA Ireland chair John Gaynor FCCA  

With a career spanning practice, 
industry and education, it 
would seem to be a case of 

‘cometh the hour…’ for ACCA Ireland’s 
new chair John Gaynor FCCA. Taking 
up the role in April 2017, Gaynor’s 
combination of experience makes him 
exceptionally well positioned to contribute 
to the organisation as it adapts its learning 
and exam structures to a rapidly changing 
business world. 

For Gaynor, the role is, first and 

foremost, an opportunity to give back 

to an organisation that has been hugely 

important to him. ‘I’ve been an ACCA 

member over half my life and I can honestly 

say it’s had a huge influence on my career 

and even helped shape the person I am,’ 

he says. Given his experience in education, 

and his current role as chair for the BA 

honours in accounting at the Institute of 

Technology Sligo (IT Sligo), it will be no 

surprise that education ranks as a particular 

priority for him over the year. 

A prime example of change coming on 

stream in the ACCA Qualification is the new 

Ethics and Professional Skills module, which 

ACCA introduces on 31 October this year. 

‘Ethics to me is about doing the right thing. 

Honesty and integrity are core values that an ACCA student 

and member must possess,’ he says. ‘It’s not just about right 

and wrong. It is also about knowing when you are out of your 

depth, putting your hand up and looking for help.’ 

At IT Sligo, Gaynor has long worked to ensure ethics is core 

to the accounting curriculum. ‘In my classes, we use real world 

business scandals like WorldCom, Enron, Lehman Brothers, 

Bernie Madoff and Anglo Irish Bank to highlight white collar 

crime and illustrate how damaging it can be for the accounting 

profession. More broadly, we look at how global deregulation 

of markets may increase the pressure on management to 

provide attractive returns. In some instances, this pressure may 

result in demands for unethical behaviour.’ 

The study of ethics isn’t just a case of 

learning from past experiences, he adds. As 

machine learning, artificial intelligence (AI) 

and robotics evolve, accountants are facing 

entirely new scenarios for which there may 

be no obvious precedent. ‘This makes it 

even more important that ethics are instilled 

as a core value for ACCA graduates,’ 

Gaynor says. 

Human vs robot
The intersection between technology and 

the role of accountants is a fast-changing 

one, and Gaynor also sees his year as ACCA 

Ireland chair as an opportunity to throw 

light on some misconceptions that are 

gaining traction as a result. 

‘Developments in AI are having a 

significant impact on the business world. 

This has led to the perception in some 

quarters of a negative impact on the 

accounting profession. It’s important for us 

to get the message out there that this is 

not the case. As more routine processes are 

automated, the accountants of the future 

will, in fact, be able to play more active 

roles in helping their clients understand 

the financial performance of the business 

and develop clear strategic goals. I don’t 

believe that machine learning can match human insight 

or provide the emotional intelligence required to provide 

financial advice to clients.’

Gaynor says it is particularly important to address the 

misconception at school level, particularly at the point where 

career choices are being made. A good starting point would 

be a rethink of the Leaving Certificate accounting syllabus, 

he adds. ‘Accountancy at second level is outdated and needs 

an overhaul. The current paper is built around the idea that 

accountants are primarily number crunchers. That feeds into the 

idea that it is, therefore, a career under threat. The message we 

need to get out is that there’s never been a bigger demand for 

accountants. The majority of our graduating class in IT Sligo, 
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for example, have already been offered positions.’

Another area of education where Gaynor hopes to contribute 

to the conversation is around apprenticeships. ‘It’s very much 

a story of back to the future,’ he explains. ‘Apprenticeships 

declined in popularity in recent decades but they are now a real 

alternative again. The government recently launched Generation 

Apprenticeship 2017 and the apprenticeship model being 

proposed is one that is industry-led, and supported by industry 

and education partners. IT Sligo launched Ireland’s first honours 

degree apprenticeship programme for the insurance industry 

last year. I would certainly see the model as having merit as an 

alternative entry route in to the accounting profession.’

‘I don’t believe 
machine learning 

can match human 
insight or provide 

the emotional 
intelligence needed 
to provide financial 

advice to clients’
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Plans for technical university 

status progress through the 

Oireachtas
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of Technology (IT) Sligo
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Tipsi

* ‘Ethics to me is about 

doing the right thing. 

Honesty and integrity 

are core values that 

an ACCA student and 

member must possess.’

* ‘Members need to meet 

and network. This is what 

business is all about and 

a key part of the ACCA 

experience.’

years have ‘flown by’. Along the way, 

however, IT Sligo has evolved into an 

institution of national and international 

relevance, recently ranked number 11 

among higher-level institutes in Ireland. 

With the Technological Universities Act 

making its way through the Oireachtas, 

there is optimism that its aspirations to gain 

university status will be achieved sooner 

rather than later. 

Gaynor has also seen huge changes 

in the make-up of a typical classroom 

over this time. ‘In my first class, students 

were all Irish and 90% were in their late 

teens and early 20s. Now we have a 

lot more mature students, with many 

nationalities. It’s a different and more 

dynamic learning environment.’

IT Sligo has also been notable for 

enthusiastically embracing the online 

education opportunity and now has 2,000 

students engaged primarily through 

distance learning. While he advocates the 

use of such technology, Gaynor also has 

no doubt about the importance of old-

fashioned face-to-face interaction, and not 

just in education. ‘There is a trend among 

professional bodies to move CPD to the 

online space. However, I believe members 

need to meet and network, especially in 

regions that are geographically dispersed. 

This is what business is all about and a key 

part of the ACCA experience.’

Gaynor attributes his involvement in 

ACCA to a speech delivered by former 

ACCA Ireland chair Tom Murray some 

years back, in which Murray encouraged 

members to become more involved. ‘I 

recognised for the first time that, because 

I was in education, I might have something 

to bring to the table.’ He believes strongly 

that every member should look to their 

own skillset in the same way. ‘Any member 

of ACCA can get involved and be part of the future of the 

organisation. If I have one message to all our 12,000 members 

in Ireland this year it would be to think seriously about 

how they can contribute.’ AB

Donal Nugent, journalist

Business innovation 
Growing up in Sligo, Gaynor was immersed 

in business from a young age, thanks to the 

wholesale distribution business established 

by his father and uncle in the 1950s. ‘I was 

meeting customers and making deliveries, 

and introduced to concepts like working 

capital management, even if I didn’t know 

what they meant.’ The experience gave 

Gaynor a particular interest in SMEs in his 

later career and a desire to champion their 

importance to local economies. 

‘There are 45,000 SMEs in the northern 

and western region of Ireland and creating 

a culture for SMEs to flourish is something 

I’m particularly passionate about. The region 

has just recently been named European 

Entrepreneurial Region for 2018 and I’m 

pleased that IT Sligo is playing its part, 

thanks to our innovation centre and the New 

Frontiers programme run from the campus.’

He also points to the ongoing investment 

deficit in the region, and sees it as 

contributing to the sense of a two-tier 

recovery in the country. ‘There is certainly 

a problem with infrastructure, not just in 

terms of the road network but also issues 

such as broadband. If the IDA is trying to 

encourage foreign direct investment here, 

issues like this can be game changers. More 

investment is needed and it will deliver 

handsome rewards.’ 

The north-west region has, in fact, 

been largely the focus of Gaynor’s career 

since he became an ACCA member in 

1989. After a period with the accountancy 

firm Gilroy Gannon, he joined Anglo Irish 

Beef Processors as financial controller and 

office manager, an experience that saw 

him working in Donegal and living in Derry. 

This was followed by a period working in 

Derry as a project accountant with US firm 

United Technologies. 

The experience of routinely crossing the border at a time when 

army and police forces manned border stations has left Gaynor 

with an acute concern about the possibility of a reintroduction of 

a hard border. ‘I would be very concerned about any moves that 

could bring us back in that direction,’ he says.

Lecturing at IT Sligo since 2001, Gaynor admits the 16 
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INM turmoil continues
Former KPMG managing partner in 

Ireland Jerome Kennedy has resigned 

from the board of Independent News 

& Media. His resignation worsens the 

governance crisis at the company, which 

needs to recruit more independent non-

executives to comply with the corporate 

governance code. Meanwhile conflict 

in the boardroom has been heightened 

by a proposal to acquire the Newstalk 

radio station from Communicorp, whose 

owner is INM’s major shareholder.

Greater competency
Stronger competency standards for 

some controlled functions have been 

introduced by the Central Bank. The 

changes reflect requirements introduced 

by the mortgage credit regulations, 

the MiFID II directive and the insurance 

distribution directive. From 3 January. 

six hours of continuous professional 

development each year will be required 

for board members of a mortgage 

credit intermediary. Regulated firms 

will have to carry out an annual review 

of staff members’ development and 

experience needs. And at least one 

key staff member involved in the 

design of a retail financial product will 

have to meet a prescribed standard of 

minimum competency. 

The view from
Jag Sangha FCCA, financial controller/head of finance, 
John West Ireland, on supporting the business strategy

matters is key to exceeding 

their expectations.

Most of my time is spent 
reporting our monthly 
performance to the key 
stakeholders. The role also 

involves quarterly forecasts 

and ensuring rigour and controls within 

the organisation. At this time of the 

year, more of my time is spent reviewing 

bottom-up financials to ensure we’re 

aligned with strategic plans and targets.

Not surprisingly, Brexit is, and will 
continue to be, the big challenge. The 

drop in the sterling to euro exchange 

rate over the last year really hit many 

Irish businesses who sell in sterling. The 

other challenge is raw materials. From 

edibles to packaging, there has been a 

steady price increase, but suppliers find 

it difficult to raise their own prices in 

response without losing customers. 

In many small operations, whether a 
single company or subsidiary of a large 
plc, it’s not possible to progress when 
you’re already at the top. However, it’s 

important to me to continue learning, 

so eventually I will have to move intra-

company abroad, or find challenges 

outside the group.

The most important business lesson I 
have learned in my career is to keep it 
simple. In the world of finance, you have 

to work with endless amounts of data. 

Knowing your audience and tailoring 

your report to a level that’s applicable is 

key to their understanding and overall 

confidence in your numbers. AB

The drop in the 
sterling to euro 

exchange rate over 
the last year really 

hit many Irish 
businesses who 

sell in sterling

For us, it’s all about 
consumers. When an 

organisation becomes 

the market leader they 

need to take ownership 

of their category. Our 

ambition is to grow by 

increasing awareness and 

consumption. This can be achieved only 

when all functions of an organisation 

collaborate. The finance team works 

closely with each department to report 

on spending, analyse and recommend 

promotional investment, and monitor 

material, production and distribution 

costs to ensure margins are where they 

should be.

Managing expectations is crucial in 
finance roles. Stakeholders will always 

want better returns and consumers 

will always want better value for their 

products or services. This never changes. 

What has changed is the overall 

attitude towards more sustainable 

and environmentally friendly offerings. 

Changing the way we work and how 

we report to customers on these 

41 
Executives who say their organisations’ 
global ethics cultures are strong. Less 
than two-thirds are highly confident 
their organisations’ employees will 
report unethical behaviour
Source: Deloitte
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Ethics in the frame
A growing number of companies are putting in place ethical frameworks to 
help employees understand the moral dimensions of workplace decisions 

Imagine for a moment that you are in 
the Wild West. You come across train 
tracks and see a trolley approach at 
speed from a distance. Ahead, there 
are five people tied to the tracks and 
unable to move. If the trolley continues 
on its current course, it will kill all five. 
In front of you is a lever. If you pull 
it, the trolley will be diverted onto 
another track – but there is one person 
tied to that track. What should you do? 
If you do nothing, five people will die. 
If you pull the lever, one person will die 
but the other five will be saved.

wallet. There is £1,000 inside and a 

driving licence. The wallet belongs to 

Bill Gates. Would you return the cash?

Or imagine you are driving home late 

at night on deserted roads. You come to 

a red light at a junction. There’s no one 

to be seen. Do you wait for the green 

light or drive through the red?

Doing the right thing is tricky, in life 

and in business. Much as we would like 

to think that we would make the ‘right’ 

decision in any given situation, it is 

unlikely that will consistently happen in 

practice. So the human race invented 

This well-known exercise is designed 

to test your willingness to behave in a 

utilitarian way. If pushed, most people 

would probably say they would pull 

the lever to save five people, even if 

it costs one life. But if this wasn’t an 

exercise and your actions really would 

cost a life, would you pull the lever and 

knowingly kill someone, even to save 

five others? And what if you knew one of 

the people involved – would that alter 

your decision? 

Try another one. Imagine you are 

walking along the street and find a 

Eth
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Sample framework for ethical decision-making
Recognise the ethical issue

* Could this decision or situation be damaging to someone?

* Does this decision involve a choice between good and bad alternatives?

* Is this decision about more than what is legal or what is most efficient?

Get the facts

* What do I know? What facts are unknown? Can I learn more about this?  

Do I know enough to make a decision?

* Who has an important stake in the outcome? Are some concerns more  

important than others? Why?

* What are my options? Have all the relevant people been consulted?

Evaluate alternative actions

* Which option will produce the most good and do the least harm?

* Which option best respects the rights of all those who have a stake?

* Which option treats people equally or proportionately?

* Which best serves the community as a whole?

* Which option leads me to be the person I want to be?

Make a decision and test it

* Considering all approaches, which option best addresses the situation?

* If I told someone I respect my decision, what would they say?

Act and reflect on the outcome

* How can my decision be implemented with the greatest attention to  

the concerns of all stakeholders?

* What have I learned from this situation?

Source: Markkula Center for Applied Ethics at Santa Clara University

towards stakeholders 

and acting to 

uphold the public 

interest’. For this 

reason the profession 

has consistently 

taken a robust and 

methodical approach 

to ethics in training 

and in practice.

Professional accountants 

are introduced to formalised ethics 

during their training. A research study 

carried out by Nonna Martinov-Bennie 

of the International Performance 

and Governance Research Centre 

at Macquarie University and Rosina 

Mladenovic of the University of 

Sydney Business School looked at the 

impact of formal ethics training on 

students’ ability to identify and think 

through ethical issues. It found that 

incorporating ethics education into 

accounting education and training 

increases students’ ethical sensitivity 

and helps them to think through ethical 

issues in a business context.  

As the demands placed on 

accountants increase, though, the 

approach to ethical training must adapt. 

This was behind ACCA’s decision to 

introduce a new Ethics and Professional 

Skills module into its qualification from 

October (see page 80). The module, 

which has been developed in response 

to demand from employers, is designed 

to allow professional accountants to 

demonstrate that they understand and 

can apply ethical behaviour in complex, 

real-world situations. 

Professional accountants certainly 

value their ethical training. A study 

of more than 10,000 professional 

accountants, trainees and senior 

managers carried out as part of 

the concept of ethics – the standards of 

behaviour that dictate how we ought to 

act in given situations. 

Ethics are important because they 

take emotion out of the equation. Ethics 

and feelings are not the same thing – 

some people may feel good even when 

they know they are doing something 

that is ethically wrong – although 

feelings and intuition do inform our 

ethical choices. Ethics also deviate from 

time to time from what is legally right 

or wrong – if a legal framework has 

become ethically corrupt, for instance, 

or if the law has been slow to address a 

rapidly developing issue.

A different beast
Ethics in the workplace, particularly in 

business, has been in the spotlight since 

the financial crisis. Workplace ethics 

are a different beast; difficult ethical 

decisions inevitably come with many 

pressures, from financial incentives 

to the fear of losing your job. These 

have become more intense during 

recent difficult economic times; and as 

we move swiftly into the digital age, 

workplace ethics are changing and 

becoming more complex.

For professional accountants, ethics 

have always been about a lot more than 

following your conscience. As ACCA 

chief executive Helen Brand says in her 

introduction to a new report, Ethics 

and trust in a digital age (see page 36), 

‘being ethical brings with it specific 

expectations, such as demonstrating 

professional competency in the role 

being performed, exercising due care 
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More information

See ACCA’s report Ethics and trust in 
a digital age at bit.ly/ACCA-ethics

See also more information about 
ACCA’s new Ethics and Professional 
Skills module at bit.ly/ACCA-
EPSmodule

Codes of ethics are 
not a prescriptive 

list of dos and 
don’ts – they are 
an aspiration of 

excellence for what 
people should and 

could achieve

the Ethics and trust in a digital age 

report found respondents believe 

that upholding their own professional 

code is the most effective way to 

contribute to an organisation’s ability to 

uphold ethics; 75% took the view that 

‘ethics begins with me’.

Creating a framework
But giving individuals a solid 

grounding in ethics is not enough to 

guarantee good governance across 

an organisation. So an increasing 

number of companies are putting 

in place an ethical framework for 

their employees. A framework helps 

managers and employees understand 

the moral dimensions and implications 

of situations they might meet, and 

provides a route map for asking the 

right questions and (hopefully) coming 

to a conclusion that is consistently in 

line with the organisation’s values. 

Encompassing ethics in a written 

framework is an idea that is as old as 

time (as anyone familiar with the Ten 

Commandments will attest). Some 

professions are built entirely around an 

ethical code, most notably medicine’s 

Hippocratic Oath. 

For organisations, ethical frameworks 

are an important bedrock of corporate 

governance. Two-thirds of respondents 

to ACCA’s survey agreed, for example, 

that embedding ethical standards into 

* Assess the situation (who is 

affected? What is the impact?  

Is it illegal?)

* Decide what to do (what are the 

options and the implications of 

each?)

* Agree a way forward (is your 

decision right? Can you sleep at 

night? Would you be embarrassed if 

others knew about it?)

* Report and communicate.

EY’s global code of conduct, by contrast, 

is a set of principles in five key areas:

* working with one another

* working with clients and others

* acting with professional integrity

* maintaining our objectivity

* respecting intellectual capital.

But again, these are supplemented by a 

series of questions that help employees 

decide in difficult situations if they are 

upholding the code.

The existence of an ethical framework, 

though, is not the end of the story. 

Ethical behaviour requires good 

leadership and strong support from the 

top; in fact, two-thirds of respondents 

to ACCA’s survey said that tone from 

the top was crucial in promoting ethical 

behaviour within an organisation. 

The message is that good governance 

and robust ethical behaviour takes 

awareness and effort from everyone – 

but the detailed training undertaken by 

ACCA-qualified professionals, and the 

pride that professional accountants take 

in their ethical understanding, ensures 

that they will lead the way.  AB

Liz Fisher, journalist

day-to-day procedures was important 

in maintaining ethical behaviour in an 

organisation. An ethical framework 

becomes even more important in a 

time of rapid technological change, as 

previously unseen or untested situations 

are likely to arise; in the paper-based 

world, boundaries were reasonably clear 

but in the world of big data and instant 

communication, the ‘right thing to do’ 

is not always immediately apparent. 

For that reason, 80% of respondents to 

ACCA’s study agreed that strong ethical 

principles and behaviour will become 

even more important in the digital age.

So what does an ethical framework 

look like? It will usually take the form of 

a series of questions or statements that 

help the user clarify their thoughts and 

how they see the issue – which might 

otherwise be clouded by emotion, 

context or external pressure.

A framework should help users avoid 

rationalising their immediate reaction, 

encouraging them to take account of 

information that may be disquieting, 

and to consider differing opinions and 

perspectives (see box opposite).

Codes of ethics are not prescriptive 

or a list of simple dos and don’ts – 

they are an aspiration of excellence, 

for what people should and could 

achieve. An ethical framework is not 

intended to give the right answer in 

every conceivable situation; it provides 

a principles-based structure for making 

day-to-day decisions that uphold the 

organisation’s values. 

While the basic format will probably 

be similar between organisations – 

usually including a mechanism for 

reporting unethical practices – it will 

be customised for each. PwC’s ethical 

framework, for example, is a code 

of conduct for employees, known 

as RADAR:

* Recognise the event (are you being 

asked to do something you think 

is wrong?)
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The big blue
Ireland is catching a global wave of interest in developing the offshore economy, 
based on exploring and exploiting its rich and varied maritime heritage

the marine aquaculture sector.

‘We also expect the marine and 

coastal tourism sector to benefit from 

initiatives such as the Wild Atlantic Way 

and the Ancient East trails, which should 

continue to grow coastal tourism.’

Ireland is not alone in seeking 

to develop the blue economy. An 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation 

and Development (OECD) report, The 
Ocean Economy in 2030, stated that 

many ocean-based industries have the 

potential to outperform the growth of 

the global economy as a whole, both in 

terms of value added and employment.

In Europe, where the blue economy 

represents roughly 5.4 million jobs and 

generates a GVA of almost €500bn a 

year, the European Commission has 

developed a long-term strategy, Blue 

Growth, to support sustainable growth 

in the marine and maritime sectors. 

Institutions like the OECD and the EU 

believe oceans can provide solutions 

to the problem of the growing global 

demand for energy and food.

‘Food security will become more of 

an issue in the decades ahead,’ says 

PwC’s Declan McDonald. ‘Oceans have 

the potential to supply fish protein in a 

sustainable and more carbon-efficient 

way than land-based protein production.

‘Energy demand is also rising. As 

land-based resources run out, the focus 

is turning to the 70% of the Earth’s 

surface covered by oceans. New and 

emerging technologies are allowing 

deeper water exploration for oil, gas 

and minerals, while oceans also have 

the ability to provide renewable energy 

sources through offshore wind, wave 

and tidal energy.’

Ireland’s ocean economy is growing. 
The sector, which comprises 
established and emerging marine 
industries, outperformed the general 
economy in 2016 and is on track 
to generate 2.4% of GDP by 2030, 
according to a new report by NUI 
Galway’s Socio-Economic Marine 
Research Unit (SEMRU). 

The report, which provides sector-by-

sector economic projections against 

which future marine socio-economic 

data can be measured, shows that 

turnover in the ‘blue economy’ was €5.7 

billion last year or approximately 0.9% of 

GDP, up 20% on 2014. 

Oil and gas exploration and 

production, marine aquaculture, 

and tourism and leisure in marine 

and coastal areas all experienced a 

significant increase in activity.

Report co-author Dr Amaya Vega says 

the main reasons for the faster growth 

rate in the blue economy compared to 

the general economy ‘partially relate 

to increased activity in shipping and 

maritime transport’, while the largest 

boost to turnover and GVA (gross value 

added) in 2016 was the Corrib gas field 

coming on line in December 2015.

Focus on Ireland’s blue economy 

sharpened in 2012, following the 

publication of an integrated marine 

plan, Harnessing our Ocean Wealth 

(HOOW), which highlighted scope 

for growth in areas such as tourism, 

seafood, aquaculture, renewable energy, 

marine mineral resources and marine 

compounds for biotech industries. 

HOOW identified three high-level 

goals – a thriving maritime economy, 

healthy ecosystems and increased 

‘As land-based 
resources run out, 

the focus is turning 
to the 70% of the 

Earth’s surface 
covered by oceans’

engagement with the sea – and set a 

target to double the value of Ireland’s 

ocean economy to 2.4% of GDP by 

2030. This figure was based on a total 

estimate (both direct and indirect GVA) 

in 2007 for the Irish ocean economy that 

amounted to 1.2% of GDP at that time.

Sustained growth
SEMRU’s latest report – the fourth since 

the NUI Galway unit began collecting 

and analysing marine socio-economic 

data in 2009 – shows sustained 

economic growth in both established 

and emerging marine industries. Vega 

says state support through the work of 

a Marine Coordination Group chaired 

by the minister for agriculture, food 

and the marine, and the associated 

Marine Development Task Force, 

‘should encourage further investment’.

Aquaculture and marine tourism are two 

areas expected to grow.

‘The recent review of the licensing 

arrangements for aquaculture should 

result in a more efficient licensing 

process,’ say Vega. ‘We expect this will 

improve the potential for investment in 
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More information

Read the OECD report The Ocean 
Economy in 2030 at bit.ly/the-blue-
economy

Ireland’s ocean economy
Key facts

* The global ocean economy is estimated at €1.3 trillion.

* Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth, an integrated marine plan for Ireland published 

in July 2012, aims to double the value of Ireland’s ocean economy to 2.4% of 

GDP by 2030.

* In 2016, the direct and indirect economic value of Ireland’s ocean economy was 

€1.8bn and €1.57bn, respectively.

* Its combined direct and indirect value was €3.37bn, or 1.7% of GDP.

* Total turnover was €5.7bn (€5.3bn was established industries and €383m was 

emerging industries).

* The ocean economy provided employment to over 30,000 full-time equivalents 

(FTEs) in 2016.

Ireland expects its coastal tourism 
to benefi t from initiatives such as 
the Wild Atlantic Way

and the sharing of quotas for key fi shing 

stocks, as well as the potential impact 

on port and shipping activity.

For accountants, developments in the 

ocean economy in the coming decade 

will see new roles in areas like fi nance 

and management accounting. An 

appreciation of the oceans, particularly 

in relation to climate and sustainability, 

With global population growth comes 

increased movement of goods in the 

global economy, leading to increased 

container traffi c and investment in 

logistics, shipping and ports. The Irish 

Maritime Development Offi ce has an 

ambition to create a shipping fi nance 

hub in Ireland, attracting shipping 

companies, fi nance houses and marine 

insurers. ‘Brexit may assist with this 

ambition,’ says McDonald, ‘although the 

general uncertainty is creating issues 

across the marine sector’.

Choppy waters
These Brexit-related issues include 

weaker sterling that adversely impacts 

competitiveness and tourism, the 

potential reintroduction of border 

and customs controls with operational 

consequences for transit times and 

potential delays at Irish ports for freight 

and passenger transport, and issues 

surrounding access to British waters 

will be an advantage for those seeking 

career opportunities in this sector. AB

Daisy Downes, journalist
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Helping hand  
The Right2Homes lobby group is promoting the National Housing Co-op Bill, with 

the backing of Fianna Fáil and some independent TDs and senators.  Under the 

Bill’s provisions, a housing co-op would buy non-performing mortgages and keep 

people in their homes as tenants.  The group points out that more than 6% of total 

residential mortgages in Ireland are now in the hands of ‘vulture funds’.

The government is unlikely to back the Bill and is instead providing practical 

assistance through the Abhaile organisation, which is operated by the Money Advice 

and Budgeting Service (MABS) in conjunction with the Insolvency Service of Ireland, 

the Legal Aid Board and the Citizens Information Board.  Abhaille has panels of 

qualified and regulated professionals who provide advice to those facing repossession 

and eviction, or are otherwise in serious mortgage repayment difficulties or are 

insolvent.  It can be contacted through the MABS helpline number: 0761 07 2000.

House of cards
With residential property prices still far below their peak, non-performing debt remains 
a serious problem for banks and the wider economy. So what are the solutions?

The level of non-performing loans 

remains a serious problem for banks 

and the wider economy, but also 

as a simmering social problem. AIB 

reported this year that it has €5.6bn of 

non-performing residential mortgages, 

as part of a total of €12.1bn of non-

performing loans. AIB sold its non-

performing buy-to-let mortgage 

portfolio earlier this year to Goldman 

Sachs for €200m, representing a 

discount of around 50% on the nominal 

value. KPMG is reported to be working 

with AIB on the disposal of other non-

performing loans, excluding mortgages 

on first homes. AIB is also keen to get 

rid of its non-performing mortgages.

Bank of Ireland’s financial results for 

last year reported outstanding non-

performing loans of €7.9bn. This was 

a reduction of €4.1bn during last year, 

through ‘resolution strategies that 

include appropriate and sustainable 

support to viable customers in financial 

difficulty.... the realisation of cash 

proceeds from property asset sales 

activity’, said the bank’s annual report.

Tougher action
KBC Bank sold a portfolio of non-

performing loans earlier this year to 

Cabot Financial Ireland. In its latest 

financial results, the parent KBC Group 

said its Irish subsidiary would continue 

to ‘carefully and efficiently manage its 

legacy portfolio for maximum recovery’. 

It said that nine out of 10 customers 

that were in financial difficulty had been 

‘offered a range of solutions’. 

Permanent TSB is in the worst position 

of the Irish domestic banks and has 

been told by the European Central Bank 

Irish residential property prices were 
still 29% below their 2007 peak in the 
summer of this year – despite having 
risen steadily since 2013. So it should be 
no surprise that mortgage lenders are 
sitting on high levels of non-performing 
housing debt – dealing with borrowers 
whose incomes have fallen or have lost 
their jobs and whose homes may have 
a market value significantly below the 
level of mortgage debt.

Banks are unable to sit tight with 

portfolios of non-performing mortgages 

hoping for the economy to fully rebound. 

For one thing, they would like to have 

their money working productively. More 

pressingly, though, the European Central 

Bank, the European Banking Authority 

and the European Commission (EC) 

are pushing them to dispose of non-

performing loans. An unpublished EC 

report, leaked to The Irish Times, says 

the level of non-performing loans held by 

Irish banks is approaching three times the 

EU average – 14.2% in September last 

year, compared to 5.4% across the EU.

The Central Bank of Ireland’s most 

recent quarterly bulletin reported that 

76,422 residential mortgages were 

in arrears at the end of March this 

year. Some 43% of these were more 

than 720 days in arrears – suggesting 

resolution may be very difficult 

without repossession.  

The rise of the vultures
That process of property repossession is 

now well under way. All the major lenders 

have become increasingly engaged 

in court actions to take possession of 

homes where they believe there is little 

willingness or capacity to renegotiate 

repayments in ways that are acceptable 

to the lender. Some of the loan portfolios 

have been sold to so-called ‘vulture 

funds’ – which caused much distress to 

Irish businesses through hard-nosed debt 

recovery where they bought commercial 

loan portfolios. In some instances, vulture 

funds have initiated repossessions as 

part of commercial loan recovery where 

homes were used as loan security.
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Vulture funds are 
willing to take over 

portfolios of non-
performing debt, 
but not on terms 

that are attractive 
to the sellers

that it is unlikely to be permitted to pay 

shareholder dividends until it reduces 

its level of non-performing loans, which 

at €5.8bn represent 28% of its total 

loan portfolio. In an interview with The 
Irish Times, the bank’s chief executive 

Jeremy Masding indicated it would take 

tougher action on half of these loans, 

where no resolution agreement was 

seen as possible. Those options would 

include pushing mortgage-to-rent 

facilities. Foreclosure, he said, was a 

last resort.

Vulture funds are willing to take over 

portfolios of non-performing debt, 

but not on terms that are attractive 

to the sellers. They will typically pay 

40% to 50% of nominal value, while 

hoping that tough recovery action will 

lead to a good return. Other options 

include removing non-performing loans 

from the balance sheet by placing the 

portfolios into special purpose vehicles, 

upon which bonds might be raised. The 

EC also supports a higher level of debt 

write-off and more debt restructuring 

by banks.

For accountants who are seeing an 

increasing number of clients facing the 

loss of their homes through repossession, 

the most useful source of advice is the 

Abhaile scheme. (See box.) AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Firms failing clients
Some investment firms are failing clients 

by not ensuring advice is suitable for 

their needs, a Central Bank survey 

has found. Michael Hodson, the 

bank’s director of asset management 

supervision, said: ‘The review 

highlighted that firms need to improve 

the quality of information collected 

and how this information is utilised in 

the suitability process.’ Governance 

processes as well as practice were found 

to be inadequate in some cases.

$11.6m WK settlement 
Wilkins Kennedy has been ordered to 

pay US$11.6m in damages to property 

company Harlequin over advice given 

over a resort development in the 

Caribbean. Harlequin successfully 

argued there was an undeclared conflict 

of interest as WK also advised the 

development’s building contractor, ICE, 

while it was in dispute with Harlequin 

(ICE boss Padraig O’Halloran was found 

guilty of fraudulently misappropriating 

$12m from Harlequin). A WK spokesman 

said: ‘Although disappointed the court 

did not dismiss the entire case, we are 

pleased that it has rejected the vast 

majority of Harlequin’s claim. The judge 

has rejected all allegations brought 

against us, apart from one.’

The view from
Coliosa Wallace FCCA, co-owner of Hardiman Wallace 
Accountants, on helping clients and the practice grow

work and getting as much 

variety as possible. We 

pride ourselves on a homely, 

relaxed office atmosphere.

My goal is to continue to 
grow our practice. Due 

to the improvement in the 

economy and word of mouth, we attract 

new clients on a monthly basis and have 

taken on a new graduate. 

The biggest challenge over the past 
few years has been to assist clients 
struggling with the downturn. It’s 

been very rewarding to help clients get 

through often difficult times. Moira and I 

are lucky to have a parent each working 

part-time with us. It makes coming to 

work a home away from home. We have 

a very supportive staff, who come into 

work every day with a smile and are 

always eager to help out. 

The biggest challenge our sector will 
face in the year ahead is to continue to 
be fully compliant with ever changing 
financial standards and company law. 
I am a member of a local network of 

ACCA accountants; with the combined 

expertise of the 20-plus members and 

the various guest speakers we have on 

a monthly basis, I feel confident we will 

overcome any issues together. 

The most important lessons that I’ve 
learned to date are always to look 
after your clients and to ensure you are 
giving them the best service possible. 
Our office mantra is ‘your health is your 

wealth’, and we strive to keep stress to 

a minimum! AB

We provide 
a personal, 

professional service, 
and have seen 

clients grow from 
small enterprises 

to successful 
companies

We are an Athlone-based 
practice with six staff. The 

firm was opened in the early 

1960s by the father of Moira 

Hardiman and operated as 

a sole practitioner until we 

became partners in 2011. 

We provide a personal, 

professional, quality and affordable 

service, and have seen a number of our 

clients grow from small enterprises to 

successful companies. We have also 

been proud to facilitate the sometimes 

complicated transfer of family-owned 

businesses to the next generation. 

Customers expect a full range of 
professional services for a reasonable 
fee. We provide accounts preparation, 

business plans, all tax and secretarial 

returns, statutory and regulatory audits, 

and everything in between.

I liaise with clients to finalise financial 
statements and tax returns, to help and 
advise on business decisions, and to 
attend and sign off on audits. I like to 

ensure all our team are happy in their 

15,000+ 
The number of new staff PwC 
employs globally every year, including 
4,000 interns
Source: PwC 
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In 2016, HSE received 

€14bn of funding, of which 

€3.8bn was paid in revenue grants 

to 2,288 organisations to deliver 

health and social care services. These 

organisations, known as either ‘section 

38’ or ‘section 39’ voluntary agencies, 

range from large voluntary hospitals, 

such as St James’ Hospital in receipt of 

over €300m, to small community-based 

organisations in receipt of €500. Some 

of these organisations are also charities 

in receipt of funds from donations and 

fundraising. All such money is public 

money, regardless of how it is obtained.

HSE has established an accountability 

As taxpayers’ money, all funding 
provided to the Health Service 
Executive (HSE) is, quite rightly, 
subject to robust public accountability 
mechanisms. HSE’s director general is 
accountable to the Oireachtas (through 
the Public Accounts Committee) for the 
stewardship, regularity and propriety 
use of all funding provided to HSE.

Regularity refers to transactions being 

in accordance with the legal authorities 

governing them and that the funds are 

applied for the purposes intended. 

Regularity extends to the substance 

of transactions and the entitlement 

of the recipients of public money.

Propriety refers to the way 

in which public business is conducted. 

Governance and ethics are key elements 

of this. It is wider than regularity as 

it extends to standards of conduct, 

behaviour, corporate governance, 

fairness, integrity (including avoidance 

of personal profit from public business), 

even-handedness in the appointment of 

staff, open competition in the award of 

contracts, and the avoidance of waste 

and extravagance.

framework to provide assurance on the 

funding provided to voluntary agencies. 

All voluntary agencies in receipt of 

funding in excess of €250,000, are 

required to sign a service arrangement 

(SA), essentially a contract, which sets 

out the terms and conditions under 

which the funding is provided and the 

services to be delivered. Funding less 

than €250,000 is governed by a grant-

aid agreement. Agencies with turnover 

exceeding €150,000 are required to 

have their accounts audited.

The SAs require voluntary agencies 

to comply with strict criteria for the use 

of public money. Regularity, propriety 

Money well spent
In this ethics special, Dr Geraldine Smith FCCA, assistant national director with HSE’s 
internal audit division, says auditors are vital in holding voluntary agencies to account

HSE has 
established an 
accountability 
framework to 

provide assurance 
on the funding 

provided to 
voluntary agencies

Eth
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HSE funding
2,288 

Number of organisations in receipt of 

grants in 2016

€3.782bn 

Total revenue grants in 2016

579

Organisations that each received grants 

in excess of €100k, totalling €3.750bn

1,709 

Organisations that received grants 

under €100k, totalling €32m

Where the money goes
Listed below are examples of voluntary 

agencies funded by HSE in 2016.

Hospitals  

St James’ Hospital €344m

Beaumont Hospital €294m  

Mater Hospital €258m

St Vincent’s University 

Hospital  €239m  

Coombe Hospital €56m 

National Maternity Hospital  €55m  

Rotunda Hospital €52m  

Intellectual and disability services

Brothers of Charity €182m 

St John of God 

Community Services  €140m

Daughters of Charity €109m 

St Michael’s House €79m

Irish Wheelchair Association  €37m

Cheeverstown House  €25m

Central Remedial Clinic €16m

The top 10 revenue grants:

* ranged from €98m to €344m 

* totalled €2.021bn

* accounted for 53% of the total 

revenue grant payments

pay policy; weak credit card controls, 

non-business related expenditure on 

credit cards, no evidencing of business 

rationale for credit card expenditure 

and a lack of board oversight of CEO 

credit card expenditure; inadequate 

procurement processes; travel 

expenses not in accordance with 

approved rates; expenditure on 

entertainment; salary payments to 

directors of charities; non-disclosure of 

related parties; tax compliance issues; 

and non–disclosure of HSE funding in 

audited fi nancial statements.

In recent years HSE’s audits of two 

agencies (Positive Action and Console) 

identifi ed signifi cant and serious 

defi ciencies in governance and control, 

despite these agencies’ audited 

accounts receiving unqualifi ed audit 

opinions. As a result of HSE’s audits, HSE 

ceased funding these two agencies and, 

in Positive Action’s case, a director was 

and stewardship are at the heart of 

these requirements, which include  

adherence to the Code of Practice for 

the Governance of State Bodies, public 

sector pay policy, public procurement 

policies, taxation obligations, Garda 

clearance, legal obligations, and the 

proper disclosure of funding in the 

voluntary agencies’ annual accounts.

Essentially, in return for taxpayers’ 

funding, HSE expects voluntary 

agencies to ensure that they properly 

control, spend, account for and disclose 

the funding. In essence, voluntary 

agencies are fully accountable to 

HSE (ie the taxpayer) for this funding. 

Commenting on a recent HSE audit 

where a section 38 agency asserted to 

HSE that it was not accountable to HSE 

for the taxpayer funding it receives, a 

newspaper editorial stated that ‘€49m of 

funding buys €49m of accountability… 

Any agency that gets even €1 of state 

funds is accountable to the Irish people.’  

That essentially sums up the concept of 

accountability to the taxpayer.

Voluntary agency audits
As part of its accountability framework, 

HSE undertakes audits of section 38 

and section 39 agencies to ascertain 

compliance with the SA. The results in 

some cases identifi ed governance and 

control issues. What is concerning is 

that these voluntary agencies received 

unqualifi ed audit opinions from their 

statutory auditors on their audited 

annual fi nancial statements.

The issues identifi ed by HSE’s audits 

relate to inadequacies in regularity, 

propriety, oversight and stewardship 

of the public funds by agencies – 

essentially non-compliance with the 

terms and conditions of the funding. 

Examples include: inadequate 

oversight and stewardship by boards; 

inadequate fi nancial records and 

supporting documentation; non-

retention of documentation; inadequate 

segregation of duties; inadequate 

cash receipting, recording and control; 

pre-signed blank cheques; inadequate 

bank reconciliation processes; non-

compliance with public sector salary 

scales; privately funded salary top-ups, 

compensation payments and additional 

privately funded pension funds for 

senior managers, contrary to public 

Improving 
the quality of 

statutory audits 
and professional 

scepticism is a 
matter of concern  
to all professional 

accountancy bodies
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Tips for voluntary agency audit
* Be familiar with the Code of Practice for the Governance of State Bodies.

* Review the list of types of governance, stewardship and control deficiencies 

identified in this article.

* Check that senior management salaries are in accordance with approved pay scales.

* Check senior management expenses and credit card expenditure.

* Review controls over cash, banks and credit card control.

* Check compliance with public procurement.

* Ensure related parties are disclosed in the accounts.

* Review your client’s file of correspondence with its funder. This should include the 

SA, remittance documentation, annual compliance statement, compliance-related 

correspondence, etc. 

* Ensure grants are disclosed in the accounts in accordance with Department of 

Public Expenditure and Reform circular 13/2014 (issued 26 September 2014) 

‘Management of and Accountability for Grants from Exchequer Funds’.

* Always issue a management letter to your client following the audit to advise 

them on how to improve controls.

audited accounts highlights the 

importance of a robust statutory 

external audit process and the 

importance of the exercise of 

professional scepticism by auditors.

The need to improve the quality of 

statutory audits and improve professional 

scepticism is a matter of concern to 

ACCA, all professional accountancy 

bodies and the Financial Reporting 

Council (FRC). The FRC recently reported 

that high-profile accounting failures, as 

well as the results of audit monitoring, 

continue to highlight cases where 

auditors 

have not met 

expectations 

and that 

the greatest 

number of 

issues arise with 

professional 

scepticism. AB

Dr Geraldine Smith FCCA, 

assistant national 

director HSE 

internal audit 

division 

convicted of fraud. Console is currently 

being investigated by the Garda.

The deficiencies identified by HSE’s 

audits resulted in recommendations to 

further strengthen the accountability 

framework. For example, in 2013, arising 

from significant deficiencies identified 

by HSE’s audit of Compliance by Section 

38 Agencies with Public Sector Pay 

Policy, HSE introduced a requirement 

for the chairpersons of boards of all 

section 38 agencies to sign an annual 

compliance statement confirming their 

compliance with the SA, and to disclose 

any areas of non-compliance and their 

plan of action to address their non-

compliance. This has been extended in 

2017 to all section 39 agencies receiving 

HSE funding in excess of €3m per year.

Proper conduct
Funded agencies with turnover 

greater than €150,000 are required to 

provide independently audited annual 

financial statements to confirm that 

the funding was received and properly 

spent, accounted for and disclosed 

in the audited accounts. The type of 

audit opinion, post-balance sheet 

events, directors’ fees, related party 

transactions and whether the accounts 

were prepared on a going concern basis 

are issues of interest to funders.

The importance of audited 

accounts to a public funder cannot be 

underestimated. Audited accounts are 

a key assurance mechanism to HSE and 

indeed to all state funders who rely, and 

must be able to rely, on such audited 

accounts. The importance is further 

emphasised because HSE, like all state 

funders, cannot audit all funded bodies, 

as this would require an army of auditors. 

The ability of a funder to rely on 

More information

Get CPD units by answering 
questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Help yourself to work
New digital services are challenging traditional ways of working and putting 
the spotlight on tax issues around self employment

their marginal rate, plus pay-related 

social insurance (PRSI) and universal 

social charge (USC), on Airbnb earnings. 

The peer-to-peer accommodation 

platform is legally required to provide 

information about Irish host earnings to 

Revenue. More recently, concerns have 

been raised about Airbnb’s impact on 

Dublin’s housing market while elsewhere 

cities such as Berlin and Amsterdam 

now restrict the number of nights Airbnb 

hosts can rent out property for. 

Policymakers are also examining 

the tax and employment implications 

The collaborative economy is a fast-
growing business area that includes 
a varied range of activities and cuts 
across economic sectors, ranging 
from house and car-sharing to domestic 
services. Sometimes also called the 
‘sharing’, ‘peer-to-peer’ or ‘demand’ 
economy, its contours are not precise, 
but digital platforms that facilitate 
transactions between peers are key.

PwC predicts that total transactions 

for Europe’s five most prominent sharing 

economy sectors – collaborative finance, 

peer-to-peer accommodation, peer-

to-peer transportation, on-demand 

household services and on-demand 

professional services – could reach €570 

billion by 2025, up from just €28 billion 

in 2016. But the opportunities come with 

challenges for policymakers in areas such 

as tax, employment law, and competition.

In Ireland, a storm erupted in 2015 

when Revenue published guidance 

stating that income from the provision 

of accommodation to occasional visitors 

for short periods did not qualify for 

rent-a-room relief and Airbnb hosts 

were therefore liable to income tax at 
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of the so-called ‘gig economy’ where 

individuals source casual work or ‘gigs’ 

through digital platforms.

‘The real change in the freelance 

and contractor world is the acquisition 

of customers,’ says Andrea Linehan 

of peer-to-peer lending platform, 

Grid Finance. ‘Historically, these 

entrepreneurs sought out their own 

customers or clients. Now, platforms 

such as Airbnb and Uber do the 

acquiring on their behalf.’

In October 2016, a UK employment 

tribunal ruled that Uber drivers should 

be treated as employed workers with 

rights to the minimum wage and sick 

pay rather than as self-employed 

contractors. Uber appealed the ruling 

and at the time of going to press the 

appeal was still going through the 

courts.

Meanwhile, the Taylor review 

of modern employment practices 

recently recommended adding a 

new category of ‘dependent workers’ 

to the UK’s existing categories of 

employees, independent contractors 

and ‘workers’.

Commenting on the report, Harry 

Wall, a solicitor with Ronan Daly Jermyn, 

says this intermediate third category of 

a dependent contractor with some basic 

employment rights could have equal 

resonance in Ireland.

 ‘Classification of employment status 

under Irish law arguably presents 

greater challenges than those identified 

in the Taylor Report given that there 

are just two classifications under Irish 

law – employee and independent 

contractor. Giggers do not precisely 

fit into these classifications as they are 

not true independent contractors in the 

traditional understanding of being fully 

autonomous,’ says Wall.

‘While categorisation has not been 

a priority in recent years, this may 

change following the commencement 

of the Competition (Amendment) Act 

2017 which sets out definitions, for 

competition law purposes, of “fully 

dependent self-employed worker” 

and “false self-employed worker”. 

These definitions take factors such 

as the degree of subordination, 

‘Having people 
who are genuinely 

self-employed 
is good for the 

economy. They are 
entrepreneurs, risk 

takers and they 
create employment’ 
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independence and source of income 

into account, and may start a 

debate on the overall categorisation 

of work in Ireland,’ he adds. 

The Taylor report highlighted that the 

UK’s tax system ‘acts as an incentive for 

practices such as bogus claiming of self-

employed status, by both businesses 

or individuals’. 

Workers’ rights
Similar concerns exist in Ireland. A 

2016 public consultation on the use 

of intermediary-type structures and 

self-employment arrangements sought 

submissions on measures to address 

the loss to the Exchequer of tax and 

PRSI ‘where an individual, who would 

otherwise be an employee, establishes a 

company to provide his or her services’, 

and ‘where an individual, who is 

dependent on, and under the control of, 

a single employer in the same manner 

More information

Read Good work: the Taylor review 
of modern working practices at 
bit.ly/workingprac

Employment status
A worker is normally an employee if they:

* are directed by someone on how, 

when and where to work

* have set working hours

* have no personal fi nancial risk 

relating to the work

* receive a fi xed wage

* supply labour only

* cannot subcontract the work

* are covered under the employer’s 

insurance

* work for only one person or business.

A worker is normally self-employed if they:

* control how, when and where the 

work is done

* control their working hours

* are exposed to fi nancial risk

* control costs and pricing

* can hire other people to complete 

the job

* provide their insurance cover

* own their business

* can provide the same services to 

more than one person or business at 

the same time.

Under threat: concerns have been 
raised about Airbnb’s impact on 
Dublin’s housing market

as an employee, is classifi ed as a self-

employed individual’.

At the time Joan Burton, then minister 

for social protection, said, ‘Having 

people who are genuinely self-

employed is good for the economy. 

They are entrepreneurs, risk takers 

and ultimately people who create 

employment for other people. Most of 

them enjoy the independence that self-

employment brings. 

‘However, of some concern is the 

increasing evidence of self-employment 

arrangements which undermine workers’ 

benefi t entitlements and increase 

the burden on compliant taxpayers. 

In particular, it is absolutely essential 

that employment arrangements 

which undermine workers’ rights are 

not tolerated or allowed take hold in 

our economy.’

‘So far, the consultation has not 

resulted in any new measures being 

introduced,’ comments Deloitte’s 

Daryl Hanberry, who says while there 

are concerns about self employment 

status in certain sectors, anti-avoidance 

legislation already exists and ‘there is a 

need to consider the impact of any 

new measures on the wider 

business community’. 

The consultation closed in March 

2016 and an interdepartmental 

working group, comprising offi cials 

from the Department of Social 

Protection, the Department of Finance 

and the Revenue Commissioners is 

analysing the responses. According 

to the Department of Finance, this 

work is ‘at an advanced stage’ but 

the report will require sign-off from 

the ministers for fi nance and social 

protection prior to publication. 

It remains to be seen whether it 

will result in any new measures 

affecting the sharing economy.

Responding to a Dáil question in 

April 2017, Leo Varadkar, then minister 

for social protection, said: ‘It has to be 

recognised that new and legitimate 

forms of working arrangements are 

emerging as the labour markets 

adapt to the opportunities presented 

by digitalisation, broadband 

communications and globalisation.’ 

‘While it is important that policy 

adapts to provide social protection for 

workers in these new and emerging 

forms of work it is equally important 

that it does not unnecessarily stifl e 

social innovation,’ he added. AB

By Daisy Downes, journalist
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Watch and learn

See videos by Jane Fuller on 
the IASB’s materiality practice 
statement and its project on better 
communication in financial reporting, 
at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist

Mind the pay gap
A lack of effective action by boards and shareholders on the level of executive pay has 
risked allowing those at the top to ruin capitalism for the rest of us, says Jane Fuller

shareholders? In the case of executive 

pay, if it had been curbed over the past 

two decades, shareholders would be 

better off. But the political argument 

goes further than that in suggesting 

that the disconnection between pay and 

performance, and those at the top and 

the rest, is a threat to social cohesion. 

While I am uneasy about companies 

being used for political purposes, the 

lack of effective action by boards and 

shareholders (until recently) on the level 

of executive pay has risked allowing 

those at the top to ruin capitalism for 

the rest of us. 

We are now faced with a reverse 

engineering of worker power through 

employee forums or a director 

collecting their views.

Weighing up different sets of interests 

is not easy. Executives have made 

money for shareholders and kept prices 

down for customers by keeping a lid on 

(most people’s) wages. But whatever 

happened to enlightened self-interest? 

The growing pay gap has had negative 

effects on staff morale, productivity and 

public trust in business. Government 

action should not have been necessary 

on this one. AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA 

UK and serves on the Audit and 

Assurance Council of the Financial 

Reporting Council

‘Some directors seem to have lost 
sight of their broader legal and ethical 
responsibilities.’ So said Theresa May, 
the UK’s prime minister, in introducing 
the government’s latest corporate 
governance reforms. The thrust of 
these is to curb executive pay by 
publishing CEO:average worker ratios 
and to prod boards into taking better 
account of the interests of employees, 
customers, suppliers and so on. 

The debate about social responsibility 

has quite a pedigree. Milton Friedman’s 

1970 essay in the New York Times, 

entitled ‘The Social Responsibility of 

Business is to Increase its Profits’, is 

worth re-reading, although bear in mind 

the Cold War context. 

What Friedman actually said was 

that an executive’s ‘responsibility is to 

conduct the business in accordance 

with their [the business owners’] desires, 

which generally will be to make as much 

money as possible while conforming to 

the basic rules of the society, both those 

embodied in law and those embodied 

in ethical custom’ (my emphasis).

Well, section 172 of the UK Companies 

Act 2006 says that directors have a duty 

to promote the success of the company 

and, in doing so, to ‘have regard to’ 

wider stakeholders. The requirement to 

reveal and explain pay ratios is also set 

to be enshrined in law. Coupled with 

implementation of the EU’s narrative 

reporting directive and updated 

guidance from the Financial Reporting 

Council on the strategic report, it is clear 

where and how the board should explain 

its discharge of responsibilities.

Is this a distraction from running 

the business to make money for 

We are faced with a 
reverse engineering 

of worker power 
through employee 

forums or a 
director collecting 

their views
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Have your say
In the run-up to this year’s AGM, ACCA president Brian McEnery urges members to 
engage with the organisation’s strategic vision by ensuring that their voices are heard

window opens on 6 October, and 

you will receive your ballot instructions 

and candidate profiles shortly. I hope 

many of you join me in taking part – 

your vote matters! AB

Brian McEnery is a partner specialising 

in corporate restructuring and 

healthcare consulting at BDO Ireland

My term as ACCA president is nearing 
its end, and this is my penultimate 
column for Accounting and Business. 
This column has been important to me: 
while it is, on the one hand, a vehicle 
for me to update you on the comings 
and goings of the ACCA Council, it is 
also a monthly reminder for me to step 
back from my immediate work and 
instead think about the topics that are 
currently most relevant to members – 
all 198,000 of you – around the world.

If there’s one thing that my presidency 

has instilled in me, it’s that ACCA is, 

in its entirety, a member-driven and 

-focused organisation. Members are 

the frontline of the ACCA designation: 

we set the agenda, drive the future, 

live the values and embody the spirit of 

this organisation.

I am lucky enough to steer the 

organisation from the president’s chair, 

but it’s very much on the wings of 

member engagement and feedback. 

It has been fantastic to meet so many 

passionate ACCA member advocates 

in person, and also to see first-hand the 

value of your contributions, interactions 

and feedback via Council-led webinars, 

the national office network, member 

satisfaction surveys, the feedback 

section of the ACCA members’ website, 

member focus groups and through the 

global contact centre.

So it’s important to me to use one of 

my last columns to remind all members 

of the important role we play in this 

organisation, and to encourage you to 

use your voice and to get involved.

While the aforementioned feedback 

channels are available all year round, 

we are this month approaching ACCA’s 

Annual General Meeting – a once-

yearly opportunity for members to 

elect the Council members that lead 

on our behalf, and engage with our 

organisation’s strategic vision. 

I encourage you to participate and 

vote. Last year’s AGM saw a record 

voting turnout, and I’m hoping the 

trend will continue this year. The voting 

Ethics focus
This year marks the tenth anniversary of the global financial crisis – and it’s clear that 

business still can’t afford to be complacent about ethics. It’s great to see Accounting 
and Business focusing on this important topic in this issue, and I hope the insights help 

you in your daily lives. The lessons we learned a decade ago are just as valuable today.
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Lesson learned
The financial crash has moved compliance from a backroom function to the forefront 
of business thinking and placed ethics centre stage, argues Ian Guider

Perhaps every industry has a few 

rogues. But financial professionals are 

trusted to act with their client at the 

forefront of their mind at all times. Has 

the world moved on from then, where 

behaving ethically is ingrained from day 

one in all employees and in the mantra 

of firms? Or is it just lip service? 

I’m willing to bet that most companies 

have not only appeared to have 

changed, but have actually changed, 

and ensured that compliance to the 

letter and spirit of regulation and law is 

stamped across their organisations.

One of the remaining legacies 

from the last decade has been the 

breakdown of trust. From individual 

investors to businesses there is greater 

scrutiny now that those we engage 

with act on our behalf and not in their 

own interest. I’m also willing to bet that 

firms who openly show that they are 

committed to the best standards are 

rewarded, that it’s also a selling point 

when winning new business.

Since 2007 and the shocking events 

that followed, this is a new era. A myriad 

of complex new rules, regulations and 

compliance standards are in place to 

ensure that rogue firms and individuals 

do not destabilise the entire financial 

system. That is a good thing, because 

it requires everyone to invest in hiring 

and  providing staff with compliance 

and ethical training. From a reputational 

point of view nobody wants to be seen 

to have anything less. 

Now if only it wasn’t so painful to have 

learned those lessons. AB

Ian Guider is markets editor of 

The Sunday Business Post

It is hard to think that a decade has 
passed since the great global financial 
crisis. Who would have thought 
liquidity issues at two funds owned by 
a French bank exposed to US subprime 
mortgages in August 2007 would have 
produced the shockwaves that led to 
what happened.

As with all anniversaries it is worthwhile 

looking back to examine whether the 

mistakes that were made have produced 

change. Certainly the world sleepwalked 

into a financial and economic calamity 

as a result of lax regulation, sheer 

incompetence and ignorance of the 

dangers of lending recklessly. But there 

were other factors at play, and those 

individual factors were relevant. 

What the crisis exposed was the 

perversity that many in the financial 

world were actively encouraged –

through bonus and incentive structures 

–  to take risks and engage in behaviour 

that shouldn’t have been tolerated, even 

at the expense of their clients. Perhaps 

it was exemplified best by the Goldman 

Sachs trader Fabrice (‘Fabulous Fab’) 

Tourre, who was convicted for setting 

up complex deals involving bets against 

loans that were designed to fail, costing 

clients hundreds of millions of dollars, 

but earning him huge bonuses and 

boosting his firm’s profits. There was 

also Tom Hayes, another trader, who 

was found guilty on charges connected 

to manipulating the Libor interest rate. 

The behaviour of these men exposed 

the world of finance in the run up to the 

crisis: that acting in compliance with 

the law and regulation and in the best 

interest of clients went against their own 

interest or that of their firm. 

Since 2007 and the 
shocking events 

that followed, 
this is a new 

era. A myriad 
of complex new 

rules are in place
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You’re fi red
More CEOs are being forced out of offi ce due to ethical lapses, according to a 
recent survey by Strategy&. A far higher level of accountability is being demanded

Fall from grace
Firings for ethical lapses have been rising as a percentage 
of all CEO successions, according to a report by consultancy 
Strategy&. Its 2016 CEO Success study fi nds chief executives are 
being held to far higher levels of accountability than in the past. 

Power of more than one
The share of incoming CEOs who also serve as chair of the board 
at the world’s 2,500 biggest companies is declining: 

Forced out
Although there is room for improvement, boards are getting better at planning smooth successions and bolstering corporate 
governance. Over the last 10 years, the number of forced turnovers among the largest companies has dropped signifi cantly. 

Big isn’t best
CEOs at large companies are more likely to be 
ousted for ethical lapses than previously.

■ Largest quartile   ■ Third quartile
■ Second quartile   ■ Smallest quartile

■ Planned   ■ Forced (other)   ■ Forced (ethical)

Percentage of dismissals for ethical lapses  
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Finding the right path
Should you pay a ransom to restore hacked data? It’s one of the new set of ethical 
dilemmas thrown up by the digital age that accountants face – and must resolve
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‘Technology may 
have an impact 

on the details, but 
it doesn’t change 

the importance of 
being ethical’
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The digital age brings new challenges such as the Petya 
global ransomware virus that struck earlier in 2017

The hack challenge
The ACCA Ethics and trust in a digital age report imagines 

several examples of ethical dilemmas in a digitised workplace. 

One scenario is a ransomware attack, where an organisation 

fi nds that all its data has been deleted, and the hackers are 

demanding a payment of 0.5 bitcoins to return it; the data has 

not been backed up internally. 

There is a challenge here to an accountant’s ethical principle 

of objectivity, as the threat that the data will be misused 

or destroyed might override their professional judgment; 

the right thing to do may be not to pay the ransom. And 

whether or not the customer data is covered by contractual 

confi dentiality clauses, exposing it to unauthorised parties 

may breach the accountant’s fundamental ethical duty 

of confi dentiality. For an internal auditor, the case raises 

issues of professional competence and care (are they aware 

of developments in cyber attacks that could lead to the 

organisation’s data being compromised?) and integrity 

(if patches were available to secure the system but were not 

installed, why were they ignored?).

Technology is changing our world, and the way 
in which we interact with each other, beyond all 
recognition. A fundamental transformation of the 

workplace is under way, as automation and digitisation 
replace jobs, processes and tasks. This, as ACCA’s report 
Professional accountants – the future points out, is driving 
signifi cant change in the skills that accountants need if they 
are to continue to be effective in the workplace. 

That research identifi es ethics as one of the key skills needed 

by professional accountants for continued success – in fact, 

it predicts that ethics will become even more important 

in the years ahead. But has our understanding of ethics 

changed in a digitised world? Will the fi ve fundamental ethical 

principles set out by the International Ethics Standards Board 

for Accountants (IESBA) – integrity, objectivity, professional 

competence and due care, confi dentiality, and professional 

behaviour – remain relevant as we enter the machine age?

This is the question that a new ACCA report, Ethics and trust 
in a digital age, addresses in detail. It revisits what it means 

for the professional accountant to be ethical in a technology-

led world. Using the results of a survey of more than 10,000 

accountants and students across 158 countries, as well as 

roundtable discussions with senior practitioners, the report 

builds a clear picture of how ethics is valued and applied by 

professional accountants every day, as well as the challenges 

they face in practice.

The report fi nds that despite technology introducing new 

ways of working, the majority of accountants around the world 

still see ethics as a very important attribute. Some 90% of 

those questioned agreed that ethical behaviour helps to build 

trust in the digital age, while 95% of senior executives said 

that an accountant’s ethical behaviour helps the organisation 

to build trust with internal and external stakeholders. ‘In other 

words,’ says the report, ‘technology may have an impact on 

the details one needs to understand in order to be ethical, but 

it doesn’t change the importance of being ethical.’

Ethical dilemmas
The researchers asked respondents about their experience of 

dealing with ethical challenges at work. One in fi ve (19%) said 

they had personally felt pressure to compromise their ethical 

principles in the previous 12 months. Nearly a quarter (24%) 

said they had seen behaviour within their own organisation 

that compromised their ethics policy and standards, while 19% 

had seen instances of compromise within a client company 

(see graphic, page 39). Among the C-suite executives 

questioned, 43% said they believe from their experience that 

accountants act ethically at all times, but 47% said they had 

seen accountants acting unethically from time to time.

Of those accountants who had felt under pressure to 

compromise their ethical principles, half said the fundamental 

principle compromised was integrity; 44% said professional 

behaviour; 42% said the principle of objectivity was at risk. 

Dealing with stakeholders in government or the regulator 

was cited most frequently as the source of ethical pressure by 

respondents in both business and practice. What is of concern, 

though, is that 41% did not report the incident. 

The report says that the reluctance of a substantial 

minority of accountants to report incidents ‘may suggest 

the need to explore whether there is suffi cient support and 

Eth
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Fred Goodwin, former CEO of Royal Bank of Scotland, 
left the bank with an enhanced pension despite being at 
the helm at the time of the bank’s crash in 2008

Protesters in Berlin demonstrate against Germany’s diesel 
car industry (and its close ties with government), which is 
under investigation by antitrust authorities over emissions

The IESBA fundamental 

principle most often seen as 

being at risk of compromise 

in the digital age is 

professional competence 

and due care. This may be, 

says the report, a refl ection 

of the extent to which ethical 

situations in a digital age can 

present new information that 

has not been seen before. 

When asked if accountants 

need to be better prepared 

to deal with ethics in a digital 

workplace, 53% of C-suite 

executives surveyed said 

some improvement to their 

skills will be needed (see 

graphic opposite). They 

argued that while accountants have a generic understanding 

of issues such as cyber risk, they may not have considered 

how the organisation’s digital operations will evolve and the 

ethical issues this may pose in the future. A new Ethics and 

Professional Skills module for the ACCA Qualifi cation replaces 

the existing module in October this year (see the ACCA section 

in this edition). It has been designed to develop essential 
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encouragement to ensure that professional accountants feel 

able to report inappropriate ethical behaviour’. But it adds 

that the context of each individual organisation is important: 

‘“Speak-up” behaviours may fl ow more naturally when the 

culture is more aware and supportive of ethical conduct; 

in other words, forcing a policy may not always be the 

most effective method.’ Fewer than half of the accountants 

questioned in the study said 

they would be in favour of a 

formal speak-up policy.

Impact of digital
To explore how digitisation 

changes ethical dilemmas and 

decisions that accountants 

come across in their working 

lives, the report considers 

modern ethical situations 

across six digital themes: 

* cybersecurity

* platform-based business 

models

* big data and analytics

* crypto currencies and 

distributed ledgers

* automation, artificial 

intelligence (AI) and 

machine learning

* procurement of 

technology solutions. 
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Ethically challenged
Respondents who observed behaviour in the past 12 months 

that compromised ethics at their own organisation or at a client

More information

For ACCA’s Ethics and trust in a digital age report and 
further reading, go to bit.ly/ACCA-ethics

Read about ACCA’s new Ethics and Professional Skills 
module at bit.ly/ACCA-EPSmodule 

Read ACCA’s research insights into the future of the 
profession at future.accaglobal.com

Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd

Ready for digital?
C-suite executives’ views on whether professional accountants 

in their organisation are ready for the digital age

Own organisation Client

ethical judgment and behaviour by exposing students to 

realistic business situations. 

Ethics begins with the individual
So what are the responsibilities of accountants in encouraging 

and upholding ethical behaviour at work? It seems that 

the vast majority of accountants (more than three-quarters) 

believe that upholding their own professional code is the 

priority – the approach that ‘ethics begins with me’. Two-thirds 

of respondents said that embedding ethical standards in 

day-to-day procedures was the best way to contribute to the 

organisation’s ability to uphold ethics.

Only about half of respondents, though, said that 

embedding ethics into the strategy of a business or the 

business plan was the best way to contribute. This, says the 

report, ‘may suggest a need to combine a procedural or 

tactical understanding with a wider view – something that 

may become particularly important when looking ahead to 

new or previously unseen situations in a digital context’. It is 

particularly important to understand the underlying strategy 

and purpose when it comes to new procedures that do not 

have years of testing and understanding behind them, it 

adds, such as when platform-based operations are adopted. 

Taking a strategic view, argues the report, can help to reduce 

unintended consequences. 

Strong leadership was cited as the top area where support 

is needed to promote ethics in organisations. This is essential, 

as ethics depends on the tone at the top. It is also important 

because, as automation of the workplace progresses, good 

ethical judgment will become even more important for senior 

decision-makers to ensure that ‘innovation is supported in a 

way that does not compromise the right way of doing things’. 

Eth
ics

Overall, the message of the report is that while accountants 

have the basic tools and skills to make the sound ethical 

decisions that are so valued by employers and business, 

the digital age will throw up new challenges. ‘Ultimately,’ 

the report concludes, ‘ethics is about human behaviour – 

technology merely changes the context within which an ethical 

decision must be made.’ Even so, professional accountants 

will need to develop a rounded skillset that complements their 

technical capability – and the ethical quotient lies at its heart.

IESBA’s fi ve principles will still provide the foundation 

for behaving ethically and instilling trust in a digital age. 

Professional accountants will need to learn new information 

relatively quickly and apply their judgment to this information, 

often in situations they may not have experienced before. 

It will be important to have an open mind – recognising the 

value of what has been learnt so far, but also understanding 

that this knowledge must be placed in the context of new 

situations as they evolve. AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Lifting the carbon cloud
More systematic corporate disclosures about climate-related risks are needed to 
improve investment capital allocation and speed up the shift to a low-carbon economy

Had Exxon Mobil reported its reserves differently in 
2016, investors might have taken a different view 
of its future trajectory. The company had stated 

that its Kearl oil sands were reserves, but was subsequently 
ordered to debook them by the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC), the country’s financial regulator. A 
major shift in the company’s disclosures ensued in March 
2017, with proved reserves cut by 3.3 billion oil-equivalent 
barrels. ‘Under the SEC definition of proved reserves, certain 
quantities of oil, such as those associated with the Kearl 
oil sands operations in Canada, will not qualify as proved 
reserves at year-end 2016,’ Exxon admitted in October 2016.

According to Tarek Soliman, senior analyst at CDP, a not-

for-profit charity that campaigns for global carbon disclosure, 

the systematic consideration of climate-related risk would 

have resulted in a different figure. It would transform investor 

perceptions if replicated across the whole oil and gas 

sector. ‘If the company were to integrate climate risk into its 

assessments, it would highlight that these assets show a high 

propensity to become impaired,’ he says. ‘They would have 

been downgraded to a resource rather than a reserve, and this 

problem would have been foreseen.’

A redirection of energy pathway, not just for Exxon but 

all its competitors, might follow if they acted this way, as 

recommended by the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 

Disclosures (TCFD), set up by the Financial Stability Board (FSB). 

TCFD’s final report was presented to the G20 group of major 

economies in July by Bank of England governor Mark Carney.

Classifying assets, liabilities and acquisitions under the lens 

of climate-related risk would, according to TCFD, lead to 
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Tar sands oil production has attracted heavy criticism 
from campaigners because of its high carbon emissions 
as well as its potential for polluting local water sources

more appropriate pricing of risks and allocation of capital in 

the context of climate change. This would work as a voluntary 

initiative, helping speed the transition to a low-carbon 

economy, and shift the corporate 

perspective beyond immediate 

concerns. In Exxon’s case, it might 

identify a potential stranded asset. 

TCFD divides climate risk into two 

categories: transitional and physical. 

Policy, legal, technology and market 

changes are all classifi ed as transition 

risks. Examples include policy actions 

that promote adaptation to climate 

change, such as governments’ 

carbon pricing mechanisms. 

Technology transition risk includes, 

for example, the development 

of batteries that could affect the 

competitiveness of industries such 

as the automotive sector. Market risk is another transition risk, 

in which supply and demand for certain commodities change 

once suppliers start taking climate change into account. 

The second major type of risk is physical risk due to 

changing weather patterns. These may have fi nancial 

implications for organisations, such as direct damage to assets 

and the indirect effect of supply 

chain disruption. Organisations’ 

fi nancial performance may also 

be affected by changes in water 

availability and quality, and food 

security, while extreme temperature 

changes can affect premises, 

operations, supply chain, transport 

needs and employee safety. 

However, TCFD also identifi es 

market opportunities, such as 

resource effi ciency and cost savings, 

new products, diversifi cation and 

better resilience. Examples include 

shifting consumer preferences, low-

emission goods and services and 

reduced water usage and consumption in agribusinesses.

But as Soliman observes, most industries are not reporting 

in depth on these values-based assumptions. Oil and gas 

Most of the economic costs associated with climate 
change will result from shifts in the frequency of extreme 
weather events, such as Hurricane Harvey in Texas

‘If climate risk were 
integrated into 

risk assessments, 
it would highlight 

that oil sands 
assets show a 

high propensity to 
become impaired’
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Norwegian oil company Statoil quantifi ed the predicted 
consequences for its balance sheet of a 2˚C rise in 
temperature – a possible 6% rise in its net present value

‘Implementing TCFD 
recommendations 

would change what 
the directors are 
telling us in the 

strategic report but 
not the balance 

sheet and profit and 
loss account’

companies are understandably among the least likely to 

want to report through a channel that undermines their very 

existence. But improvements have been made over the past 

decade as they have responded to demands for data on 

historic greenhouse gas emissions. These disclosures have 

usually appeared in corporate responsibility statements. 

The pressure, as expressed by TCFD, is now to disclose 

consistently for the fi rst time in fi nancial fi lings, and to look 

much further into the future. 

TCFD’s recommendations require more in-depth information  

rather than any innovative accounting. ‘It would change what 

the directors are telling us in the strategic report but wouldn’t 

change [the structure of] the balance sheet and profi t and 

loss account,’ explains Russell Picot, special adviser to TCFD 

and former chief accounting offi cer at HSBC. In the case of 

hydrocarbons, categories such as reserves and resources in 

strategic reports would be the numbers most likely to alter. 

Mixed picture
Leaders have already emerged in this space, and the picture 

is mixed. CDP fi nds Norwegian company Statoil the best 

performer on carbon disclosure for the longer-term horizon in 

its 2016 study of the sector, In the Pipeline. Canadian company 

Suncor is listed as the worst of 11 major global oil and gas 

companies, and Exxon last but one. 

‘Statoil is the only company that 

quantifi es what a world with a two-

degree Celsius temperature increase 

would do to its worth,’ says Soliman. 

Indeed, in its 2016 annual report, 

Statoil states that the International 

Energy Agency’s ‘450ppm scenario’, 

compatible with that temperature 

rise, ‘could have a positive impact 

of approximately 6% on Statoil’s 

net present value [NPV] compared 

to Statoil’s internal planning 

assumptions as of December 2016’.

While most companies employ 

conventional economic metrics 

to justify decisions in fi nancial fi lings, CDP fi nds they also 

increasingly publish carbon pricing. This can be seen as 

another way to express or at least accept the risk of regulation 

on carbon emissions, and to test the company’s resilience 

in that light. Eight out of the 11 companies use an internal 

carbon price, which ranges from US$22 to US$57 a tonne, 

while three (Chevron, Occidental and Petrobras) are silent on 

the matter. As Soliman suggests, internal carbon pricing may 

have affected Royal Dutch Shell’s announcement that it had 

ceased exploring the Burger prospect in Alaska. However, this 

is not explicit. Clarifying its decision, the company in 2015 said 

it was due to ‘high costs associated with the project, and the 

challenging and unpredictable federal regulatory environment 

in offshore Alaska’.

Hence, some companies apply a carbon price to projects 

under assessment, but there is no evidence they screen 

out projects on this basis. ‘I have not seen a case where the 

company has said: the project makes sense, but we are going 

to veto it because the carbon price is too high,’ says Soliman.

The TCFD report comes at a time of transition. Some of 

the major players in oil and gas are talking about climate 

risk, others are not. Some are acting accordingly, others are 

paying lip service. An obvious example of directional shift is 

Italian company Eni, which is increasing the share of gas in 

its portfolio. In its 2015 annual report, it states: ‘Companies 

operating in energy business have to face challenges…such as 

climate change and a gradual decarbonisation process. In this 

context, natural gas represents an opportunity for a strategic 

repositioning, thanks to gas low-carbon intensity.’

But the task force wants more. 

If the corporate community 

systematically adopted its 

recommendations, balance sheet, 

income statements and strategic 

reports would most likely need 

modifi cations, as Picot points out: 

‘Including climate risk would sharpen 

disclosures on the impairment of 

cashfl ows arising from assets.’ 

Investors would be able to access 

a scenario analysis for each major 

sector. This would relate to a 2°C 

temperature rise scenario as well as, 

for instance, a scenario based on 

nationally determined contributions 

or a business-as-usual (greater than 2°C) temperature increase. 

But the actual frameworks have yet to be shaped. ‘We need 

to see a period of experimentation. Three or four years down 

the road we could potentially be assessing what is useful in 

the voluntary disclosures, and see it codifi ed by institutions 

through, for example, stock exchange guidelines,’ says Picot.

However, he suggests that the most signifi cant progression 

will be found in strategic discussions in fi nancial statements. 

‘This is not going to result in a huge data drop by companies 
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but rather a thoughtful narrative description from board 

directors. It will hopefully be used as an engagement tool 

as well as a divestment tool,’ he says. A move towards less 

carbon-intensive business models could result. However, Picot 

declares: ‘We’re not saying they should alter their business 

model, but that the information needs to get out there so that 

the market can decide.’

Disclosures on climate-related risk have been improving, 

but, as the Statoil case demonstrates, the view of risk is always 

subjective. ‘The company had the previous year assessed a 

5% loss in NPV, so the 6% improvement estimated in 2016 was 

an interesting flip,’ Soliman points out. Arguably, the risks to 

financial performance are considerable if a company moves 

away from its traditional business model or abandons its store 

of expertise. Shell’s announcement that it is to move into the 

electricity market is an example of such a risk, and has been 

attributed to its acceptance of the move towards a low-

carbon economy. This could mean that power demand in the 

transport, industry and services sector will rise as oil and coal 

are displaced. 

In the very different international political environment since 

last year, opinion on climate risk might change. Clearly, there 

is more to this movement than a shift in reporting standards. 

It is about using investor activism and peer group pressure to 

nudge big carbon emitters away from fossil fuels. However, 

given the new US administration and the US withdrawal from 

the Paris Accord, the full-scale international adoption of TCFD 

suggestions may well be delayed. AB

Elisabeth Jeffries, journalist

More information

Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Putting it in perspective

Watch Dr Rob Yeung’s video on how 
to be persuasive at bit.ly/Y-persuasion

The art of persuasion
If you want something done in the workplace, you need to explain why it needs doing. 
Our talent doctor Rob Yeung explains why it’s important to ask in the right way

many employees, and even fairly 

senior managers, often do not properly 

comprehend the overarching goals of 

the team or wider organisation. It’s easy 

to forget that other people do not have 

access to all of the information that we 

have – they are not telepathic.

However, simply explaining the 

thinking behind what we want people 

to do is not always enough. In particular, 

when asking colleagues to engage in 

or support major projects or changes 

that are not entirely to their liking, the 

ethical approach must surely be to take 

additional time to seek their thoughts 

and feelings on what we are proposing.

This requires more effort on our 

part than simply giving people time to 

express their concerns and objections. 

Even if we can only change minimally 

the details of a proposal or initiative, 

we at least have a moral obligation to 

demonstrate that we have heard what 

they are saying.

Researchers such as MIT investigators 

Emile Bruneau and Rebecca Saxe call this 

process ‘perspective-giving’ – allowing 

people to express their opinions but also 

ensuring that they feel they have been 

properly heard. In practice, this means 

taking extra time to paraphrase what our 

colleagues have said using phrases such 

as ‘I hear you are concerned that…’ and 

‘I understand that you feel…’

Consider also that people – 

colleagues, clients or even financially 

savvy investors or shareholders – are 

rarely completely rational. A perfectly 

Getting things done in the workplace 
often involves persuading people to 
do what we would like them to do. 
The reality, however, is that even quite 
intelligent individuals often fail to do so 
effectively.

In a classic psychology experiment, 

Harvard University’s Ellen Langer and 

her colleagues hired two research 

assistants to wait near a photocopier in 

a library. When a member of the public 

approached the photocopier, one of the 

assistants rushed forward to ask to use the 

photocopier first, using one of two scripts.

On some occasions, the research 

assistant asked: ‘Excuse me, I have five 

pages. May I use the Xerox machine?’ 

When asked this somewhat brusque 

question, 60% of the members of the 

public allowed the assistant to use the 

copying machine first.

On other occasions, the research 

assistant added a short explanation: 

‘Excuse me, I have five pages. May I use 

the Xerox machine, because I have to 

make copies?’ In these instances, 93% of 

the members of the public allowed the 

research assistant to use the copier first.

Note that that second request is 

somewhat tautological. Giving the 

explanation ‘because I have to make 

copies’ doesn’t make much sense – of 

course the copying machine will be used 

to make copies. However, the addition 

of the word ‘because’ still boosted the 

request’s persuasiveness.

This is a useful reminder that we must 

take time to explain the reasoning 

behind our requests. We may assume 

– especially when we are busy – that 

the rationale for a request is obvious. 

However, multiple surveys show that 

People are often 
swayed more  

by irrational desires 
and their feelings 
than by facts – by 

their hearts as 
much as  

their heads
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More information

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung

If you have a question for the talent 
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com

Get CPD units by answering 
questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd

of days a month. I am beginning to think that I am 

losing out on opportunities because of my physical 

remoteness. However, I am confl icted because I am much 

more productive at home, plus it allows me more time with my 

family too. How can I make the best of my situation?

A Life involves many trade-offs. Working from home allows you to get more of 

your short-term, day-to-day work tasks done, but you now recognise that this 

may be affecting your long-term, year-on-year career progression. Even that little bit 

more time spent at home with your family may be impacting your career.

You are the only person who can decide what trade-offs you are willing to make. It’s 

human nature to want everything. But the reality is that there are only 24 hours in the 

day. If you spend one hour doing any activity – whether that’s to do with clients, work 

administration or family – that means an hour less to spend on something else.

What matters most to you? Is career progression your priority? If the answer is yes, 

then you may need to spend more time in the offi ce to hear the latest news, gain 

access to interesting projects and build your profi le within the organisation.

Even if career progression is not your number one priority, do plan how you spend 

time in the offi ce. Make a list of the most strategically important decision-makers 

who have the largest say in your career. Don’t leave it to chance that you will meet 

all of the right people enough times throughout the year. Schedule meetings with 

key individuals. Decide what you need to fi nd out from them and what you wish to 

convey to them. Keep track of such meetings to ensure that your limited face-to-face 

time is as productive as possible.

Tips for the top 
As a psychologist, I get asked to run workshops on stress management. Remember 

that stress is not something that passively happens to you. Two people can face 

similarly heavy workloads and pressure from their bosses. One individual may feel 

stressed while the other may feel fi ne. Remember that your mindset and attitude can 

greatly affect the stress response. For example, try to distance yourself from negative 

emotions. Whenever you feel stressed, name the emotion that 

you are feeling. But don’t say ‘I am anxious.’ Say ‘I am 

experiencing a feeling of anxiety.’ Yes, you may feel 

anxious. But saying ‘I am anxious’ implies that you are 

defi ned solely by that negative emotion.

Or simply breathe. Sit or stand quietly and focus your 

attention on the sensations of your breath as it enters 

and leaves the body. When you notice other thoughts 

entering your mind, nudge them gently aside. Use 

this simple technique to provide yourself with a short 

psychological respite when you feel under pressure.

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

Q I work in a client-facing role 

and, when I am not with clients, 

I take full advantage of being able 

to work from home. As a result, I am 

physically in the offi ce only a handful 

well-reasoned and logical argument 

can still fail to win people over. Think of 

all the things people know that they 

should do in life yet fail to do – eat 

more vegetables, and avoid sugary 

foods, for example.

People are often swayed more 

by irrational desires and their 

feelings than by facts – by their hearts 

as much as their heads. Political 

scientist Costas Panagopoulos has 

shown that people who were induced 

to feel either the positive emotion of 

pride or the negative emotion of shame 

were more likely to take action than those 

who felt merely indifferent.

Sometimes negative emotions such 

as sadness or fear may provoke people 

to take action; at other times, positive 

emotions such as hope or joy may be 

more appropriate. There is no formula 

that can tell us the right emotion to use 

for best effect when trying to infl uence 

or persuade others. The larger point is 

merely this: rely only on facts and logical 

arguments and you will likely hamper 

your chances of winning people over.

Of course, having the means to 

change people’s minds does not mean 

that it is always ethical to do so. Heavy-

handed infl uence and persuasion could 

be viewed by others as manoeuvring or 

manipulation. Might is not always right – 

and deciding whether to infl uence others 

is a choice you may need to consider 

very carefully indeed. AB 

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational 

psychologist at leadership consulting 

fi rm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk
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Changing room
How can corporate culture become a fully digital outfit? First, create awareness of 

what needs to change and how the company needs to operate in future:

* Expose people at all levels to different technology and customer trends.

* Consider partnerships with tech startups and more established tech companies 

and universities. It helps stimulate new thinking, builds confidence and creates 

excitement about what might be possible. 

Second, equip the organisation to implement the digital vision:

* Buy (recruit), borrow (through hired consultants who share learning) and build 

(train and develop) the skills in your business. 

* Bear in mind that, although there will always be people who won’t or can’t make 

it, with some confidence and skills building, even the most unlikely people can 

become digital champions.

The digital rush
Organisations need to have a bold vision for digital change – and to make sure that 
they have a culture that supports it, explains Alison Young in the first of two articles 

noted as the prize of yesteryear’s early 

movers. Instead, this is profit simply 

to stay in the game, to survive. The 

message is clear: organisations need to 

get on with their digital changes, and 

fast. 

But before rushing to start the digital 

transformation, organisations must 

consider whether this process is in 

reality any different from a ‘regular’ 

organisational transformation. There 

is the same need in both for a clearly 

articulated vision, accessible and 

authentic leadership, and transparent 

communication. No matter what type of 

transformation, a leader and their team 

need to communicate regularly the 

trigger for the change, and the ways 

in which the organisation needs to 

respond. Creating a crisis around the 

trigger, as every management textbook 

advises, can help to kick-start action 

and keep the momentum going when 

energy begins to flag.

Obsession with the journey
So far, so the same. But as the change 

effort turns its attention towards the 

customer, the elements that make 

digital transformation different begin 

to show through. Irrespective of the 

starting point of the digitisation – the 

product or service itself, in marketing 

and distribution, with operational 

processes or with the supply chain – 

there needs to be an obsession with the 

customer journey. This maps end-to-

end the different points of interaction 

the organisation will have with its 

consumers; targeting the top customer 

journeys will probably unlock the most 

value in the shortest amount of time. 

‘Our digital agenda’. ‘Our digital 
strategy’. While these phrases may 
be part of nearly every corporate 
narrative at the moment, fast forward 
a few years and the word ‘digital’ will 
become completely redundant. 

This is because digital will simply be 

another channel. Just as digital natives 

already see no distinction between 

the different ways that they consume 

content – online or elsewhere, it’s all 

just ‘stuff’ to them – so businesses will 

follow. In a few years, we will all expect 

to consume any product or service in 

some kind of digital form.

But there is some way to go. With less 

than 40% of industries digitised, there’s 

a lot of change still to come in the race 

to the digital ‘new normal’. And a race 

it is, with speed being of increasing 

importance. Early movers in their 

industry peer group will be the ones to 

make much better profit from digital 

activities than the latecomers. But 

profit from digitisation is not 

the super profit economists 
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Accounting for the Future
Registrations open in October for ACCA’s annual virtual global conference – your chance to gain 
some CPD units and stay ahead of the curve on issues affecting financial professionals 

Once we’ve finalised the 
agenda and opened the 
event for registrations, 
we’ll alert you on AB 
Direct, your weekly email 
bulletin, or you can check 
at accaglobal.com/
accountingforthefuture

More information

* What you need to know 
about blockchain

* Ethics for professionals in 
the digital age

* Get up to date on how tech 
will affect your future

* Trends in company 
reporting, including 
integrated reporting

* ACCA advocates share their 
experiences and ideas

* Ready for new data 
regulations?

On the agenda

But success will come from more than 

just digitising what happens currently; 

the digitised customer experience will 

need to be enhanced.

The user journey defines what 

needs to be built, and agile software 

development will allow new 

software features to be tested and 

launched quickly. 

This is a shift from classic project 

management and requires a highly 

collaborative mindset as well as new 

skills, roles and ways of working. Many a 

leader’s eyes have rolled on first hearing 

about the need for a scrum master, 

chief experience officer or head of trust. 

As the appearance on the company’s 

payroll of new job titles accelerates, 

so does the separation of the digital 

transformation from a ‘normal’ 

journey of change.

Beyond the teams working directly on 

new digital products or process, there 

need to be changes in the wider culture 

and capabilities to support the new 

efforts; without them, digital new growth 

will wither on the vine. Digitisation 

needs collaboration right across the 

organisation and any legacy silos will 

have to be eradicated. In addition, 

the rapid release of software requires 

agile decision-making informed by a 

relentless focus on customer data. In 

fact, analytics will need to play a larger 

part in how resources are allocated 

at all levels.

Alongside these more tangible 

changes prompted by the journey 

to digital, there are some other less 

obvious – but equally important – 

shifts that need to take place. The 

organisation will need to embrace those 

who think a little differently and who 

perhaps challenge the norm. ‘We’ve 

always done it like that’ will become 

a block on iteration and innovation – 

two key attributes of a digital culture. 

Culture is key, named by CEOs as one of 

the biggest barriers to digital initiatives.

There are a number of activities that 

companies can embrace to help change 

the culture and ways of working (see 

box on page 46). But be quick: the race 

is on. Leaders need to create a bold 

vision based on where digitisation will 

add the biggest value to the customer.

They will need to move fast in their 

execution, taking steps at every turn 

to make sure that the organisation 

is equipped through its capabilities 

and its culture. AB

Alison Young is director of Leaders in 

Change @Leader_Insights
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More information

davidparmenter.com

The guiding force
David Parmenter looks at the missing link in management theory: critical success 
factors. Too often managers do not put these above their team’s own priorities

arrival and departure of aeroplanes. 

I imagine King was not impressed, 

as everyone in the industry knows the 

importance of timely planes. However, 

the consultants pointed out that while 

British Airways might know that the 

timely arrival and departure of planes 

was a success factor, it had not been 

separated out from all the other success 

factors, and so staff members were 

trying to juggle too many things. 

With this CSF identified and isolated, 

it was a relatively short step to find 

the appropriate measure that would 

transform the organisation. Was it timely 

planes or late planes? Analysis would 

have pointed them quickly to selecting 

planes that are late over a certain time. 

I believe the main purpose of 

performance measures is to ensure 

that staff spend their working hours 

focused primarily on the organisation’s 

critical success factors. So unless the 

operational CSFs are ascertained, 

managers, in their own empire, won’t 

have what is important to them 

embedded in the way things are done. 

Many counterproductive activities will 

occur based on the false premise: ‘What 

is important to me is important to the 

organisation’. 

For a CEO to steer the ship, everyone 

needs to know the journey. Employees 

should know what makes the ship sail 

and what to do in difficult weather. AB

David Parmenter is a writer and 

presenter on measuring, monitoring and 

managing performance

An organisation that does not know 
its critical success factors is like a 
football team that goes to the World 
Cup without a goalkeeper, or at least a 
competent one. 

The term critical success factors (CSF) 

does not seem to be addressed by 

some of the leading writers of the past 

30 years: Peter Drucker, Jim Collins, 

Gary Hamel, Tom Peters, Robert Kaplan 

and David Norton all appear to ignore 

their existence. Yet, to my mind, this is a 

missing link in management theory.

CSFs are operational issues that need 

to be done well, day in, day out, by all 

staff. Many organisations fail to achieve 

their potential because they aren’t clear 

about the more important things that all 

staff should be focusing on. 

This lack of clarity means that staff 

will often schedule their work around 

their team’s priorities rather than 

around the organisation’s priorities, 

that performance measures are 

often meaningless, and that many of 

the reports that are prepared serve 

no purpose. 

For a CEO to steer 
the ship, everyone 
needs to know the 

journey. Employees 
should know what 

makes the ship sail 
and what to do in 

difficult weather

Even though a strategy is in place, 

teams are often working in directions 

very different from the intended course. 

This mayhem stems from a complete 

lack of understanding of their CSFs.

While most organisations know their 

success factors, few organisations have:

* worded their success factors 

appropriately

* segregated success factors from 

strategic objectives

* sifted through the success factors to 

find the ones critical to them 

* communicated the CSFs to staff.

If the CSFs are clarified and 

communicated, staff will be able to 

align their daily activities closer to the 

strategic direction of the organisation.

One successful CSF example 

centres around former British Airways 

chairman John King, who set about 

turning the airline around in the 1980s. 

King appointed some consultants 

to investigate and report on the key 

measures he should concentrate on 

to revive the fortunes of the ailing 

company. They reported back that he 

needed to focus on one CSF: the timely 
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Watch and learn

See videos by Jane Fuller on 
the IASB’s materiality practice 
statement and its project on better 
communication in fi nancial reporting, 
at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist

Full disclosure?
The IASB is developing new – and clarifying existing – guidance in response to 
concerns about disclosure in fi nancial statements. Adam Deller explains

The central theme for the International 
Accounting Standards Board’s (IASB) 
work over the next fi ve years is better 
communication in fi nancial reporting. 
It has identifi ed three main concerns 
about disclosures in the fi nancial 
statements:

* Not enough relevant information, 

leading to inappropriate investing 

or lending decisions.

* Irrelevant information, which can 

obscure relevant information and 

reduce the understandability of 

financial statements.

* Ineffective communication, 

which can also reduce the 

understandability of financial 

statements.

In response to this, the IASB has drawn 

up the disclosure initiative, which has 

two aims: to develop new principles of 

disclosure and guidance, and to clarify 

the existing principles.

The disclosure initiative covers a 

whole suite of projects, rather than 

being one piece of work. It is heavily 

linked in with the current materiality 

implementation projects and the work 

being undertaken on the Conceptual 

Framework and Primary Financial 

Statements project.

Alongside all of this, the IASB 

released a discussion paper in March 

2017 looking specifi cally at the 

principles of disclosure. The ultimate 

result of the disclosure initiative is likely 

to be either the issue of a new general 

disclosure standard, or amendments 

to IAS 1, Presentation of Financial 

Statements, which currently covers 

general disclosure requirements.

Here’s a look at some of the key 

contents of the discussion paper and 

the questions raised by the IASB.

Effective communication
The IASB has identifi ed seven principles 

of effective communication, stating that 

information contained within fi nancial 

statements should be:

* entity-specific

* clear and simple

* free from unnecessary duplication

* in an appropriate format

* comparable

* linked to relevant information

* organised to highlight important 

matters.

It believes that information tailored to 

the individual entity should be more 

relevant than generic disclosures. This 

could potentially clash with the sixth 

principle of comparability, which is 

where judgment must be exercised by 

preparers to strike that balance.

The IASB also believes that 

information does not need to be 

duplicated across various parts of the 

fi nancial statements and annual report. 

Instead, it could be linked to other 

parts of the annual report if they are 

disclosed there. And they believe that 

communication should be clear, stating 

that lists and tables may be more useful 

than ordinary narrative.

The discussion paper asks if these 

principles should be mandatory within 

The disclosure 
initiative covers 
a whole suite of 

projects rather 
than being one 

piece of work
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distinction between ‘IFRS information’, 

required for compliance with IFRS 

Standards and ‘non-IFRS information’, 

and has opened up the discussion as 

to where this information should be 

included.

Of course, IFRS information will 

generally be included within the 

fi nancial statements, with non-IFRS 

information included in other parts 

of the annual report. The IASB notes 

that improvements can be made to 

provide further guidance and remove 

duplication.

It is looking to clarify that information 

necessary to comply with IFRS can 

be provided outside of the fi nancial 

statements as long as it is provided in 

the annual report, its location makes the 

annual report more understandable, and 

is identifi ed in the fi nancial statements by 

means of a cross-reference made in the 

fi nancial statements.

This is consistent with principles 

already established in more recent IFRS 

Standards, such as IFRS 7, Financial 

Instruments: Disclosures, which explicitly 

mentions that disclosures need not be 

duplicated in the fi nancial statements if 

they are included in the annual report 

and cross-referenced.

In addition, the IASB is discussing 

whether non-IFRS information can be 

included within the fi nancial statements. 

This could include items such as 

performance measures if they are clearly 

explained, stating why the information is 

useful and has been included.

Performance measures
Entities use a variety of performance 

measures in their fi nancial statements, 

and most users support entities 

having some fl exibility in presenting 

these. However, a number of users 

have expressed concerns over some 

performance measures. These concerns 

included that calculations are not 

explained by the entity; it is diffi cult to 

an accounting standard or included 

within education material.

Role of financial statements 
Currently IAS 1 states that a complete 

set of fi nancial statements comprises 

the statement of fi nancial position; 

the statement of profi t or loss and 

other comprehensive income; the 

statement of changes in equity; and the 

statement of cashfl ows. It also comprises 

signifi cant accounting policies and other 

explanatory information, in the notes.

Following feedback, entities perceive 

that the information contained in the 

complete set of fi nancial statements 

used to be used more frequently and be 

subject to more scrutiny from users than 

the information in the notes. 

To address this, the IASB proposes to 

specify that the statements covered in 

the fi nancial statements are the ‘primary 

fi nancial statements’. It has also included 

a suggested defi nition of the role of the 

primary fi nancial statements, which is to 

provide a structured and comparable 

summary of the entity’s assets, liabilities, 

income, expenses and capital.

Clarifying the distinction between 

the primary fi nancial statements and 

the notes seeks to emphasise the fact 

that users initially study the primary 

fi nancial statements and use this for 

comparison with other entities. A key 

role of the notes is commonly accepted 

to be to provide further explanation of 

information contained within the primary 

fi nancial statements. 

In light of this, the IASB’s preliminary 

view of the notes is that their role 

is to provide further information to 

disaggregate or explain the items in 

the primary fi nancial statements and 

to supplement the primary fi nancial 

statements with other necessary 

information.

Location of information
The IASB is seeking to make the 

The IASB is 
seeking to make 

the distinction 
between ‘IFRS 

information’ 
and ‘non-IFRS 

information’ 
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Expenses classified by nature

Profit before tax X

Interest (X)

EBIT X

Depreciation and amortisation expense (X)

EBITDA X

Other expenses (X)

Employee benefits expense (X)

Raw materials and consumables used (X)

developing requirements:

* Unusual: highly abnormal and only 

incidentally related to the entity’s 

ordinary and typical activities, given 

the environment in which it operates.

* Infrequently occurring: not 

reasonably expected to recur in 

the foreseeable future given the 

environment in which an entity 

operates.

These definitions could start a debate 

around terms such as ‘foreseeable 

future’. The IASB asks respondents to 

comment on whether people agree with 

financial statements, and that relate 

to material items, transactions 

or events

* Category 2: policies not in category 

1 but that relate to items in the 

financial statements that are 

material in size or nature

* Category 3: any other accounting 

policies applied by the entity.

The board’s view is that category 1 and 

2 items must be disclosed in the notes, 

whereas it is unnecessary to disclose 

policies contained within category 3.

The disclosure initiative is wide-

compare, as entities calculate items 

differently; and there is inconsistent 

classification of items as unusual or 

infrequently occurring.

Most of the concerns around 

performance measures relate to the 

use of measures in the statement(s) of 

financial performance, and the board is 

focusing on two areas:

a) when presentation of earnings 

before interest and taxes (EBIT) and/

or earnings before interest, taxes, 

depreciation and amortisation 

(EBITDA) in the statement(s) of 

financial performance can be 

considered a fair presentation in 

accordance with IFRS Standards

b) whether to provide guidance on 

the presentation of unusual and 

infrequently occurring items.

Under (a), the IASB’s preliminary view 

is that showing EBITDA as a subtotal 

in the statement of profit or loss is 

fair presentation if the expenses are 

classified by nature – see table (right).

The IASB believes that fair 

presentation is unlikely if entities 

classify expenses by function, as this 

would potentially be confusing due to 

depreciation and amortisation being 

included within categories such as cost 

of sales or administrative expenses, 

rather than being shown separately.

Whether an entity analyses expenses 

by function or nature, the IASB deems 

that showing EBIT as a subtotal would 

result in fair presentation and so would 

be acceptable under either method.

As for (b), there has been much 

debate here. Many users feel separate 

presentation or disclosure of unusual or 

infrequently occurring items is helpful 

in decision-making. However, there 

are concerns that entities are applying 

unusual or infrequently occurring items 

inappropriately and/or inconsistently.

Based on a previous staff paper, 

the following definitions are to be 

taken forward as a starting point for 

the proposal to develop these definitions 

and identify requirements for presenting 

such events in the financial statements.

Accounting policies
Some users feel that the accounting 

policies section of financial statements 

is often long and unhelpful, making 

it difficult for users to identify which 

policies are important and which less so.

The IASB has identified three 

categories of accounting policy:

* Category 1: accounting policies 

that are always necessary for 

understanding information in 

Statement of profit or loss (by nature)

Change in inventories of finished goods and work in progress (X)

Revenue X

ranging, and attempts to bring clarity 

and consistency to disclosures. The IASB 

hopes to maintain the use of judgment 

from entities while not compromising 

comparability between entities.

The deadline for comments on the 

discussion paper is 2 October 2017. AB

Adam Deller is a financial reporting 

specialist and lecturer
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Technically speaking
Aidan Clifford provides a monthly roundup of the latest developments in audit, 
financial reporting, access to finance and law

a limited company and invoice through 

their company rather than working as 

a sole trader. 

In the UK the recent Taylor review of 

modern work practices recommends 

extending employee rights to 

‘dependent contractors’ (the UK 

equivalent of fully dependent self-

employed workers). HMRC already 

effectively treats dependent contractors 

formed as companies the same as 

employees for tax purposes. Ireland’s 

Competition (Amendment) Act 2017 

may allow a small number of self-

employed working for a body such as 

RTÉ to join a union, but it is unlikely 

to make any difference to the working 

conditions of any other gig employees. 

Enforcement of standards 
ESMA, the European Securities and 

Markets Authority, has issued a common 

enforcement priorities document, 

guidelines on alternative performance 

measures, and a note on the impact 

of new accounting standards. If you 

are working in this space it is worth 

subscribing for ESMA’s regular alerts at 

www.esma.europa.eu.

Meanwhile IAASA has issued guidance 

on Brexit as well as a document on 

themes arising from its monitoring. Its 

alert service is at www.iaasa.ie. 

Abridged accounts
Some members have queried the 

requirement to include an ‘extract from 

the directors’ report’ in small company 

abridged accounts. While s329(3)b of 

the 2014 Companies Act required the 

disclosure of directors’ interest in shares 

in the abridged financial statements, the 

Authorised to liquidate
Under the Companies Act 2014, 

individuals who are not members of 

a professional body with a practising 

certificate must now apply directly 

to the Irish Auditing and Accounting 

Supervisory Authority (IAASA) for 

authorisation to act as a liquidator. 

There is an application fee of €2,500. 

More details at www.iaasa.ie. ACCA 

members who undertake liquidation 

work must hold an ACCA practising 

certificate but need not apply to IAASA. 

 

The gig economy
The Competition (Amendment) Act 

2017 allows a trade union to apply 

for exemption from section 4 of the 

Competition Act 2002 in relation 

to collective bargaining and strike 

agreements for specific classes of self-

employed workers. 

The act applies to ‘false self-employed 

workers’ or ‘fully dependent self-

employed workers’. The characteristics 

of a false self-employed worker include 

performing the same activity or service 

under a contract as an employee, and 

being required to follow instructions 

as to the time, place and content of 

their work. The characteristics of a 

fully dependent self-employed worker 

include performing services for another 

person under a contract, and their main 

income from such services coming from 

no more than two people.

The act initially applies to people 

such as session musicians and freelance 

journalists, but is expected to extend 

to some other workers as well. It is 

not clear if it covers fully dependent 

self-employed workers forced to form 

All notes and 
accounting 

policies must now 
be disclosed in 
small company 

abridged accounts
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section was deleted by the 2017 act and 

disclosure is no longer required. 

The change appears deliberate and is 

consistent with the spirit of the directive 

on which the 2017 act is based because 

the shareholding information is available 

on the B1 form anyway. Companies 

Registration Office (CRO) has now 

amended its website accordingly. 

The 2017 Companies Act also made 

further disclosure changes for small 

company abridged accounts. In effect, 

all notes and accounting policies – 

including such things as related party 

disclosures – must now be included. 

Profit and loss and appendices have 

been removed from abridged accounts 

for micro entities and (along with the 

directors’ report) for small entities. 

Full micro entity accounts will have a 

shortened and simplified balance sheet, 

profit and loss, accounting policies and 

about six or fewer notes. Micro entities 

need no directors’ report but may have 

a number of additional appendices of 

voluntary disclosures – for example, a 

detailed profit and loss account. 

Small entities will have a directors’ 

report, profit and loss, balance sheet, 

accounting policies and accounting 

notes. Before 2017, only a small number 

of prescribed notes were required in 

small company abridged accounts; 

now all notes must be included. Small 

companies may also have appendices 

such as a detailed P&L that do not have 

to be included in abridged accounts. 

Hacking crimes
The Criminal Justice (Offences Relating 

to Information Systems) Act 2017 came 

into force on 12 July and makes it a 

criminal offence to intentionally access 

an information system by infringing a 

security measure without lawful authority 

or reasonable excuse. It is also an 

offence to sell or misuse passwords, and 

interfere with, delete or intercept data. 

A corporate body can also be found 

SIPs stopped
Statement of Insolvency Practice (SIP) 

16B, Taxation matters of practice, 

and SIP 18B, Reporting by liquidators 
to the Director of Corporate 
Enforcement, have been withdrawn with 

immediate effect.

Winding up
Guidance has been issued on some 

of the provisions of the Companies 

Act 2014 for winding up a company. 

For the full suite of ACCA and 

CCABI (Consultative Committee of 

Accounting Bodies in Ireland) resources 

for insolvency practitioners, see 

www.accaglobal.com/technicalireland. 

GoAML
The e-filing of suspicious transaction 

reports for anti-money laundering on 

the GoAML system went live on 12 June. 

See bit.ly/GoAML1 for more details on 

GoAML, and bit.ly/ACCA-Ire-AML for a 

FAQ on how to use the system.

UK audit improves
The UK’s Financial Reporting Council 

(FRC) has noted evidence of improving 

audit quality and a commitment to 

continuous improvement, but identified 

audit issues in some firms and audits. 

FRC’s second Developments in Audit 
report is available at bit.ly/FRC-DiA.

Disclosure of new standards
The IFRS Standards requirement to 

disclose the effect of new but not yet 

applicable accounting standards can be 

difficult for some companies to satisfy. 

Often the disclosures are no more 

than a boilerplate summary of the new 

requirements along with a statement 

that management is addressing the 

issue. An IAASA survey of disclosures 

made for IFRS 9, Financial Instruments, 

IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts with 
Customers, and IFRS 16, Leases, is 

available at bit.ly/IFRS-impact. 

guilty and a director held responsible if 

the breach happened with their consent, 

connivance or wilful neglect. The full act 

is at bit.ly/CJA-2017.

Pranks involving guessing a social 

media account password and posting 

risqué material will now be punishable 

in district courts by a jail term of up to 

12 months, and on indictment of up 

to 10 years. Accessing an employee’s 

email while they are on holiday for an 

urgent matter may also be an offence 

unless your office policy and employee 

contracts allow you to do so. 

US tax reform
If successful, the attempt of the US 

president Donald Trump to reform 

corporate tax will represent the first 

major tax reform in the US since 1986. 

PwC is tracking the proposed changes 

and the potential impact on Ireland on 

its website at bit.ly/US-taxreform.
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not entered formal insolvency (ie to 

pay redundancy in unliquidated but 

insolvent companies). 

* a ‘self-administered’ liquidation 

process for directors of small 

companies with minor levels of debt 

who can’t afford to liquidate their 

company in the traditional manner. 

The full report is at bit.ly/CLRG-liq.

Licence renewals
There is a new requirement from 

the Dublin Metropolitan District 

Court for licensing applications to 

be accompanied by an auditor’s/

accountant’s report. Licence renewal 

applicants (if incorporated) must 

produce an auditor’s certificate 

confirming up-to-date compliance with 

all the filing and tax requirements of the 

Companies Act 2014. 

It is unlikely that an auditor or 

accountant could ever be in a 

position to certify these matters, and 

an alternative means of satisfying 

the licensing requirements should 

be sought. CCABI is engaging 

on members’ behalf. Contact 

aidan.clifford@accaglobal.com if you 

need a temporary fix for this issue for 

your Dublin publican clients. 

Kick-off
Fans of the oval ball will be pleased 

to note the Rugby World Cup 2023 

Act 2017, which gives full government 

support to Ireland’s bid to host the 2023 

tournament. The act can be read in full 

at bit.ly/RWC-2023. 

Jobs
IAASA is looking for a head and 

a project manager for its financial 

reporting quality unit. It is also looking 

for audit inspectors. See iaasa.ie for 

more details. AB

Aidan Clifford is advisory services 

manager, ACCA Ireland  

Liquidation 
The Company Law Review Group has 

issued a report on the protection of 

employees and unsecured creditors in a 

liquidation. It recommends:

* a statutory obligation on directors of 

companies to consider the interests 

of creditors where a company is, or 

seems likely to be, unable to pay its 

debts as they fall due 

* the need for a provisional liquidator 

to seek specific power from the 

High Court to cease trading or 

terminate contracts of employment

* automatically deeming to be 

restricted any directors of insolvent 

companies who fail to arrange for 

the appointment of a liquidator 

* the inclusion by liquidators 

reporting to ODCE on the conduct 

of directors of a specific commend 

on the treatment of employees 

* access to the Social Insurance Fund 

for employees whose employer has 

CRO report highlights
According to the 2016 Companies 

Registration Office annual report, there 

were 207,677 companies on the CRO’s 

register. During the course of 2016:

* 197,000 annual returns were filed.

* 1,754 liquidation notices (2015: 

1,850) were issued.

* 20 examinerships (six subsequently 

liquidated) were obtained.

* 90% of companies were up to date 

in filing.

* 8,302 (0.04%) companies were struck 

off for late filing.

* Late filing penalties amounted to 

€10m (excluding the ancillary cost of 

two years’ audit).

* 1,201 applications were made to 

the district court to deem an annual 

return on time (1,006 were accepted, 

16 refused and 45 withdrawn). 

* Three attempts were made by an 

unqualified person to file an audit 

report, down from 115 in 2011.

* 422 notifications were made of 

purchases of own shares.

A survey of auditors some years 

ago established that an audit costs 

on average €1,000 more than audit 

exemption for an average small or 

micro entity, so the 1,006 successful 

court applications to deem the annual 

return on time saved businesses €2m 

in needless costs in 2016. ACCA has 

had discussions with government 

about the proposed removal of this 

provision in the Companies (Statutory 

Audit) Bill 2017. For the full CRO report, 

see bit.ly/CRO-AR16. 

Brexit representations
CCABI has written to Revenue to 

suggest a postponement method of 

VAT accounting when trading with 

the post-Brexit UK. VAT from trading 

outside the EU is paid at the same 

time as customs duty. Without such 

a scheme, CCABI calculates a €600m 

temporary cashflow issue will arise. 
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FRS 105: tax implications
Although FRS 105 states that it only 

applies to companies, qualifying 

partnerships (as defined in Partnerships 

(Accounts) Regulations 2008) and limited 

liability partnerships who choose to apply 

the micro-entities regime, HMRC has 

stated in its tax implications document 

that it will generally accept calculations 

of profit for unincorporated businesses 

prepared under FRS 105 if they meet the 

size criteria to apply FRS 105. 

This document is aimed at businesses 

paying corporation tax or income tax. It 

considers the differences HMRC sees as 

existing between FRSSE and FRS 105. It 

also highlights the transitional rules and 

re-emphasises the difference between 

a change in accounting policy and 

rate adjustments. 

An example is the treatment of 

holiday pay accrual. The guidance does 

acknowledge that the treatment hasn’t 

changed but that it is an area that is 

worthwhile rehighlighting. It simply 

references Part 20 Chapter 1 CTA 2009 

(for corporation tax) and sections 36 

to 37 ITTOIA (for income tax), both 

of which allow for a deduction if the 

accrued amount is paid/used within 

nine months of the year end.

Read the guide at bit.ly/frs105-guide.

Self-assessment filing
The preferred Exclusion 60 capital 

gains workaround for taxpayers who 

are required to fill in the capital gains 

section, but where there is no overall 

gain or loss, is to enter the following on 

the SA return:

* For both ‘Gains in the year, before 

losses’ (box 6) and ‘Losses in the 

members and firms to undertake 

probate work, practitioners were 

emailed in August requesting that they 

respond to a consultation on the draft 

application that would be submitted to 

the Legal Services Board (LSB). 

The consultation, which closes at 

5pm on 9 October, states that ACCA 

will consider all feedback received by 

the deadline. ACCA aims to submit the 

final application to introduce approved 

regulator arrangements for probate 

activities to the LSB in the autumn. 

To help members prepare for the 

course they will need to undertake, 

ACCA will make available updated 

versions of the probate factsheets. These 

will be free to practitioners who email 

supportingpractitioners@accaglobal.

com. Please include your membership 

number, firm and ‘probate factsheets’ in 

the subject line. Members undertaking 

work in a personal capacity can obtain 

extracts and should include their name, 

membership number and ‘probate 

factsheets extracts’ in the subject line. 

More at bit.ly/ACCA-prob-draft. AB

year’ (box 7) on the Capital Gains 

section, it is permissible for the 

software to support the entry of 

£0.01 in ‘Losses in the year’ (box 7).

* For both ‘Gains in the year, before 

losses’ (box 17) and ‘Losses in the 

year’ (box 19) on the Capital Gains 

section, it is permissible for the 

software to support the entry of 

£0.01 in ‘Losses in the year’ (box 19).

* For both ‘Gains in the year, before 

losses’ (box 26) and ‘Losses in the 

year’ (box 27) on the Capital Gains 

section, it is permissible for the 

software to support the entry of 

£0.01 in ‘Losses in the year’ (box 27)

* For both ‘Gains in the year, before 

losses’ (box 34) and ‘Losses in the 

year’ (box 35) on the Capital Gains 

section, it is permissible for the 

software to support the entry of 

£0.01 in ‘Losses in the year’ (box 35).

The workaround should result in no 

additional tax due as £0.01 will be 

regarded as zero in the tax calculation. 

HMRC has approved the workaround 

and notified software developers.

Although HMRC would prefer 

online filing, for some of the software 

issues highlighted in Self-Assessment 
Individual Exclusions for online filing – 
2016/17, taxpayers have the option to 

revert to paper filing up to 31 January. 

A reasonable excuse claim should 

accompany the paper return.

More at bit.ly/SA-tech-spec.

Probate consultation
ACCA has been an approved regulator 

for the reserved legal activity of probate 

in England and Wales since 2009. 

As part of the process to authorise 

NI tax update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a roundup 
of developments of relevance to practitioners in Northern Ireland
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Companies

Dividend withholding tax
14 October

Tax return filing and payment 

date (for distributions made 

in September 2017).

Corporation tax 
21 October

(23 October for ROS)

* Due date for payment 

of preliminary tax for 

companies with a 

financial year-end of 

30 November 2017.

* Last date for filing 

corporation tax 

return and making 

final payment for 

financial year-end of 

31 January 2017. 

* Due date for payment 

of initial instalments 

of preliminary tax for 

‘large’ companies with 

a financial year ending 

30 April 2018.

Form 46G 
31 October 

Deadline for filing third-

party payments return for 

companies with a financial 

year-end of 31 January 2017.

Dividend withholding tax
14 November

Due date for tax return 

filing and payment (for 

distributions made in 

October 2017).

Professional services 
withholding tax 
14 November

(23 November for ROS)

F30 monthly return and 

payment for October 2017.

VAT
19 November

(23 November for ROS)

Bi-monthly VAT 3 return and 

payment for September/

October 2017.

Relevant contracts tax 
23 November

Monthly return and payment 

date (if required) for October 

2017 (principal contractors 

file via ROS). AB

Disclaimer: This calendar 

of the main tax compliance 

deadlines is not intended to 

be an exhaustive list. While 

every effort has been made 

to ensure its accuracy, the 

Irish Tax Institute does not 

accept any responsibility for 

loss or damage occasioned 

by any person acting, or 

refraining from acting, as a 

result of this material.

Corporation tax 
21 November

(23 November for ROS)

* Date for payment 

of preliminary tax 

for companies with 

financial year ending 

31 December 2017

* Date for filing return and 

making final payment 

for financial year ended 

29 February 2016

* Date to pay initial 

instalment of preliminary 

tax for ‘large’ companies 

with a financial year 

ending 31 May 2018.

Form 46G 
30 November

Filing deadline for 

third-party payments 

return for companies with 

financial year-ends falling 

28 February 2017.

General

PAYE 
14 October

(23 October for ROS)

Date for P30 monthly 

return and payment for 

September 2017.

Professional services 
withholding tax 
14 October

(23 October for ROS)

Date for F30 monthly 

return and payment for 

September 2017.

Relevant contracts tax 
23 October

Monthly return and payment 

date (if required) for 

September 2017 (principal 

contractors file via ROS). 

Income tax 
31 October

(14 November for ROS)

Deadline for filing 2016 

income tax return and paying 

balance of tax due. 

Capital acquisition tax 
31 October

(14 November for ROS)

Return and payment of tax 

for gifts and inheritances with 

a valuation date between 

1 September 2016 and 

31 August 2017. 

Local property tax
1 November

Liability (ownership date) 

for 2018.

PAYE 
14 November

(23 November for ROS)

P30 monthly return and 

payment for October 2017.

Tax diary
Financial professionals in Ireland will need to take note of the following important 
dates and deadlines for October and November, supplied by the Irish Tax Institute
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Tax update
Cora O’Brien looks at the challenges involved in the new tax appeals process, work on 
modernising the PAYE reporting regime and the impact of Brexit and US tax reform

taxappeals.ie. The deadline for 

responding to the consultation was 

29 September.

PAYE modernisation
Work continues apace on the design 

of  a ‘real-time’ reporting regime for 

PAYE, which is to take effect from 

1 January 2019. Over the summer, 

Revenue published the payroll 

data schema and related technical 

specifications so that software 

developers in industry can begin 

designing software that meets the 

requirements of the new regime, while 

Revenue can work on the necessary 

upgrades to ROS.

In advance of releasing the 

software specifications, Revenue 

engaged extensively with a range 

of stakeholders to gain a full 

understanding of the payroll process and 

its complexities. A broad range of 

practical issues have been discussed 

with Revenue. These include payroll 

issues in relation to cross-border 

employees; share-based pay; flexible 

work patterns; the treatment of illness 

benefit, year-end adjustments and 

payroll corrections; and agents’ access 

to PAYE information on ROS. 

It is envisaged that the real-time 

reporting process will be fully integrated 

with payroll software, ie an employer’s 

payroll software will interface directly 

with ROS to provide the data Revenue 

requires. However, it is recognised that 

some employers with few employees 

may not use payroll software. Revenue 

is exploring a number of possibilities to 

assist these businesses to comply with 

the new regime: 

Tax appeals consultation
On 4 September, the Tax Appeals 

Commission (TAC) launched a public 

consultation on its rules and procedures. 

The TAC was established in March 

2016 to improve the efficiency and 

transparency of the tax appeals process, 

and two appeal commissioners were 

appointed to hear and determine tax 

appeal cases. 

In May, the TAC published its 

first annual report, which provides 

some insight on the large volume 

of cases at appeal; currently, 

there are more than 3,500 cases in 

the system. While a temporary appeal 

commissioner was appointed several 

months ago to assist with the 2,700 

legacy cases transmitted from Revenue, 

it will be challenging to expedite 

such a large volume of cases within a 

reasonable timeframe. 

The paper seeks feedback on 

taxpayers’ experiences and views of 

the appeals process, including the 

documentation requirements and 

the costs of making an appeal, and 

is available on the TAC’s website 
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Brexit engagement continues
At the end of August, Minister for 

Finance Paschal Donohoe TD met with 

UK Chancellor of the Exchequer, Philip 

Hammond MP, to discuss Brexit-related 

issues. In his address to media following 

the meeting, Hammond reiterated that 

the UK remains determined to avoid 

a ‘hard’ border and to preserve the 

unique relationship between Ireland and 

the UK. Donohoe commented on the 

challenges for exporters in light of the 

fluctuating value of the euro against the 

pound and said that these challenges 

are important considerations for the 

government as they frame Budget 2018. 

Budget day has been confirmed as 

Tuesday 10 October.

Trump’s reform principles
On the other side of the Atlantic, US 

President Donald Trump has outlined his 

* in certain circumstances, 

allowing small employers to 

report their payroll information 

to Revenue at the beginning 

of the year (instead of on each 

pay date)

* developing a simple data-entry 

screen and calculation tool on ROS

* developing an alternative for small 

employers who have no access to 

the internet.

In a real-time reporting regime, the 

accuracy of the data provided to 

Revenue each pay period will be 

vital. Revenue will be able to identify 

errors much more quickly. Equally, 

employees will also have greater 

visibility on their PAYE position, so 

employers may receive more queries 

from their staff if the PAYE deducted 

is incorrect.  

To assist small employers to 

prepare for the new regime, Revenue 

has developed a leaflet, PAYE 
Modernisation – Are you Ready? This 

outlines some tips and information 

for employers on the steps to take 

to ensure every new employee is 

correctly registered with Revenue 

and to check the correct tax credit 

certificate is used, as well as tips on 

year-end payroll procedures. Small 

employers and start-ups may find this 

leaflet useful in minimising their risk of 

under/overpaying PAYE. This leaflet 

is available in the ‘Employing people’ 

section of the Revenue website.

New companies’ particulars
Revenue is writing to companies 

that registered with the Companies 

Registration Office (CRO) in 2016 

but did not notify Revenue of their 

particulars, as required by tax 

legislation. These letters will instruct 

each company to register for tax 

(if trading has commenced) or to 

otherwise provide Revenue with an 

update on the company’s status. 

overarching principles for US tax reform. 

Trump’s four principles for reform of the 

US tax code are: 

* a tax code that is simple, fair and 

easy to understand

* a competitive tax code that 

provides more jobs and higher 

wages for Americans

* tax relief for middle-class families

* to bring back trillions of dollars 

parked overseas by US companies 

because of the high US corporate 

tax rate and outdated rules.

No detailed information on the 

president’s tax plan was released. 

Draft legislation underpinning the 

tax reform plan is expected to be 

published shortly. AB  

Cora O’Brien is director of 

technical services at the Irish 

Tax Institute
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New module’s units
* Unit 1 – Ethics and professionalism: introduces the 

ethical and professional values that underpin all other 

professional skills and behaviours, while providing a 

framework to guide behaviour.

* Unit 2 – Personal effectiveness: sets out ways to maximise 

the quantity and quality of work output, make the most of 

available resources and interact with others.

* Unit 3 – Innovation and scepticism: encourages open-

mindedness and innovative thinking for imaginative 

problem-solving.

* Unit 4 – Commercial awareness, analysis, evaluation and 
problem-solving: helps view situations from a commercial 

or business perspective while understanding business 

process, relationships, risks and costs.

* Unit 5 – Leadership and team working: demonstrates 

different types of leadership approach and how effective 

leadership involves inspiring and supporting teams.

* Unit 6 – Communication skills: helps understand more 

about effective communication with clients, customers, 

colleagues and external authorities in different contexts.

* Unit 7 – Assessment: sets comprehensive and interactive 

challenges that require effective ways of delivering 

solutions.

Ethics in the real world
As part of a series of innovations to the ACCA Qualification, a new Ethics and 
Professional Skills module is being introduced. Judith Bennett sets out the vision

Ethics have a real place in 
the real world. This is why, 
from 31 October 2017, 
ACCA students will be 
required to consider ethical 
behaviour, in the context of 
other professional skills, in 
a new module. It provides 
a unique blend of real-
world simulated examples 
to ensure professional 
accountants remain at 
the forefront of business 
leadership.

The move follows feedback 

from employers, who have 

told ACCA what they expect 

of those who hold the ACCA 

Qualification. They look for 

an unparalleled combination 

of technical, ethical and 

professional skills. These are 

the skills that all professional 

accountants need today, and 

the new module will ensure 

future professionals are well 

equipped going forward.

The new module – Ethics 

and Professional Skills – 

builds on ACCA’s pioneering 

Professional Ethics module. 

It will continue to develop 

the vitally important 

concepts of ethical 

behaviour and judgment, 

while complementing 

broader skills such as 

communications, innovation, 

analysis, evaluation and 

commercial acumen that 

employers have come to 

expect of ACCA members. 

These are the skills that allow 

professional accountants to 

make an immediate impact 

in the workplace.

The new module ensures 

that ethics still have their 

place at the heart of our 

qualification. Through 

developing a high standard 

of ethical and professional 

behaviour, alongside the 

strategic and technical 

expertise acquired through 

passing the exams, ACCA 

professional 

accountants 

will be able 

to make an 

immediate 

impact in their 

workplace.

Students 

will usually 

complete 

the module 

between 

finishing 

their Applied 

Knowledge exams and 

starting their Strategic 

Professional exams, as 

the module has also been 

designed to introduce the 

skills now being assessed 

as part of the Strategic 

Professional exams. 

In addition, the module will 

be freely available, as part 

of members’ subscriptions, 

to those interested in taking 

it as part of their continuing 

professional development 

(CPD) – it will count towards 

your CPD requirement.

The module has seven 

interactive units (see box 

above). Using real-world 

scenarios, each unit 

highlights a set of challenges 

that professionals are likely 

to face in the workplace. 

Participants will be asked to 

provide solutions and ways 

of delivering these to ensure 

the best possible outcome 

for the business. They will 

receive a certificate once 

they complete the module.

ACCA is able to 
have the utmost 
confidence in its 

members as they 
seek to maintain 

the highest ethical 
and professional 

standards
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More information

Read more about the new Ethical and Professional Skills 
module at bit.ly/ACCA-EPSmodule

Find a free webinar on professional ethics at 
bit.ly/ethics-acca

Seven key qualities for success
Research from ACCA on the qualities fi nance professionals 

will need to succeed in the future has found that technical 

and ethical competencies remain at the core of professional 

accountants’ expertise, but these must be combined with 

additional qualities or quotients. It is this combination that will 

enable professional accountants to succeed and add value to 

their employers and clients. You can fi nd out more and take an 

interactive skills test at future.accaglobal.com

Technical and ethical (TEQ): The ability to perform activities to a 

defi ned standard while maintaining integrity, independence and 

scepticism.

Intelligence (IQ): The ability to acquire and use knowledge: 

thinking, reasoning, solving problems, and the ability to 

understand and analyse situations that are complex and 

ambiguous.

Creative (CQ): The ability to use existing knowledge in a new 

situation to make connections, explore potential outcomes and 

generate new ideas.

Digital (DQ): The awareness and application of existing and 

emerging digital technologies, capabilities, practices, strategies 

and culture.

Emotional intelligence (EQ): The ability to identify your own 

emotions and those of others, harness and apply them to tasks, 

and regulate and manage them.

Vision (VQ): The ability to predict future trends accurately by 

extrapolating existing trends and facts, and fi lling the gaps by 

thinking innovatively.

Experience (XQ): Understanding customer expectations, meeting 

desired outcomes and creating value.

Technical and 
ethical (TEQ)

Vision 
(VQ)

Experience (XQ) Intelligence (IQ)

Creative (CQ)

Digital 
(DQ)

Emotional 
intelligence 

(EQ)

This new module is an 

important part of the 

innovations that ACCA 

is introducing to its 

qualifi cation. They are 

market-leading and designed 

to fuel the demand for ACCA 

members. Importantly, they 

will safeguard the reputation 

the ACCA designation has 

for being the mark of a 

professional that is trained to 

the highest global standards 

and who has the relevant 

blend of skills and real-world 

focus that employers need 

now and into the future.

These innovations are 

a result of the research 

carried out for Professional 
accountants – the future, 

which defi nes the skills and 

qualities required for the 

future (see box, right). These 

are skills that successful 

professional accountants 

acquire and develop 

throughout their working 

lives. They are skills that are 

demanded by employers 

across all sectors. And they 

will create the strategic 

and forward-thinking 

professionals needed to drive 

organisations and business.

ACCA is building these 

skills and qualities into the 

qualifi cation through the 

Ethics and Professional Skills 

modules and the Strategic 

Professional exams, which will 

be introduced in 2018.  

These changes ensure 

that students working 

towards membership are 

equipped with the skills 

that are needed and able 

to support businesses in 

reaching their goals. 

Members who have already 

completed the current ethics 

requirements of the ACCA 

Qualifi cation will still be able 

to fi nd real value in the new 

module, which will help them 

stay ahead of the curve. 

ACCA also offers a variety of 

other free CPD resources on 

ethics and professional skills 

– see box below.

All developments in 

the ACCA Qualifi cation, 

including the new module, 

have the full backing of 

regulators and continue to 

meet the rigorous standards 

set by the International 

Federation of Accountants.

In this way, ACCA members 

can continue to be proud of 

their membership, knowing 

we are protecting all that 

it stands for. And ACCA is 

able to have the utmost 

confi dence in its members 

as they seek to maintain 

the highest ethical and 

professional standards 

wherever they are in the real 

world. AB

Judith Bennett, ACCA’s 

director of professional 

qualifi cations

Eth
ics
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In dispute
Handling complaints made against you needn’t be a headache. ACCA has advice and 
support for those going through the process or keen take preventative measures

Complaints against 
businesses generally used 
to be confidential. But 
the digital revolution and 
the rise of social media 
has meant corporate 
communications have 
changed forever, including a 
rise in direct and sometimes 
very public feedback 
from customers. This has 
serious implications for the 
reputations of businesses, 
which need to consider 
how to manage risk arising 
from negative reviews or 
complaints.

As the profession 

embraces this new digital 

landscape, accountants 

too need to consider how 

they can protect their 

interests and those of the 

wider profession, through 

complaint prevention and 

complaint handling. 

ACCA is urging 

professional accountants 

to implement internal-

complaints handling 

procedures. In fact, members 

in public practice in some 

countries (eg, the UK and 

Ireland) are required to 

have procedures in place to 

handle client complaints. 

Where complaints cannot 

be resolved internally they 

are often referred to ACCA – 

see bit.ly/ACCA-complaints.

So what can ACCA 

members do to avoid 

complaints or handle 

them to achieve a positive 

outcome? Here are some key 

areas for consideration:

* Ensure engagment 

letters are up to date 

and signed, and are 

clear about the services 

agreed and what 

exclusions apply. It is an 

ACCA requirement for 

every client to be issued 

with an engagement 

letter, and for a copy 

signed by the client to be 

kept on file.

* Ensure clients are aware 

of all legal obligations 

(eg, director’s duties in 

the UK Companies Act).

* Ensure you retain all 

client relationship 

documentation, 

including working 

papers and records of 

communications. 
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Did you know…?
* ACCA receives an average of 750 complaints per year

* Complaints to ACCA are received from clients, 

accountants, individuals in a professional capacity, 

other departments of ACCA such as Authorisations 

and Monitoring, other regulatory bodies, prosecuting 

authorities and the police

* ACCA has received complaints about members from 

psychics, wizards, celebrities and journalists, and involving 

high-profile multimillion pound disputes

* Commercial, legal and employment disputes are rejected 

due to jurisdictional issues

* 15% of complaints accepted by ACCA are resolved 

through conciliation

* 75% are referred for investigation, of which around 20% 

result in disciplinary action.

These points are also 

considered by ACCA when 

it receives a complaint. 

But complaints can arise 

despite the best efforts of 

all involved. How you handle 

the complaint may determine 

whether you achieve a 

successful outcome. 

Conciliation service
ACCA deals with complaints 

through three departments: 

assessment, investigation 

and adjudication. Complaints 

are assessed and allocated 

either for conciliation or 

investigation. Serious 

issues identified through 

investigation are referred 

to disciplinary hearings and 

managed by adjudication. 

ACCA’s conciliation service 

combines alternate dispute 

resolution with ACCA’s 

regulatory and disciplinary 

duties. This collaboration 

is unique in the regulation 

of the profession. The 

conciliation service specialises 

in resolving disputes through 

negotiation and conciliation, 

attempting to achieve an 

amicable outcome. It is often 

a far quicker and more cost-

effective way of dealing with 

complaints.

Professional accountants 

can draw on complaint-

handling techniques 

used in conciliation and 

investigation processes. 

These are an effective way 

of preventing unnecessary 

escalation of a complaint to 

the regulatory body. 

Here are some techniques 

that you can adopt when 

dealing with complaints:

* It’s not personal. 
Complaints are part 

of professional life. 

Detaching yourself can 

be difficult, but generally 

people are angry at the 

situation rather than 

you – they just may not 

realise it.

* Active listening. There is 

a big difference between 

listening and actively 

listening. People rarely 

feel they are truly being 

listened to, professionally 

and in life in general. 

It’s vital that anyone 

submitting a complaint 

feels that they are being 

listened to and that their 

complaint is understood. 

* Don’t interrupt. During 

the complaints process 

there will be a time when 

you want to advance 

your position and do so 

without interruption – so 

you need to stand by 

that principle yourself. 

Interrupting is certain to 

frustrate the process and 

escalate the matter.

* Don’t summarise. 
Summarising can trivialise 

information that may be 

very important to the 

person complaining, and 

it creates an opportunity 

to miss something. But 

do feedback what you 

have heard from the 

person, using terms 

and language that they 

have used. Confirm your 

understanding of what 

you have heard is correct; 

if it isn’t, check again.

* Know your triggers. 
Setting off triggers will 

provoke a defence 

reaction; these inhibit 

rational thought and 

behaviour, leading to 

misunderstanding. 

Triggers are subjective. 

One person may be 

triggered by rudeness, 

another by politeness. 

Sometimes an 

acknowledgement of 

the trigger is enough 

to prevent a downward 

spiral into conflict. In 

some cases, a quick 

and simple apology 

may be merited. 

Triggers are to some 

extent unavoidable; an 

understanding that they 

exist can help to avoid 

difficulties. 

Complaints are a commercial 

reality, and there is no shame 

in receiving them, but a 

great deal more damage can 

be done to reputations if 

handled poorly.

All of the above is just the 

tip of the iceberg. Handling 

complaints successfully 

is a challenge for any 

organisation or individual, 

as they have the potential to 

drain business resources and 

ultimately impact negatively 

on profit. But when handled 

well, a complaint can provide 

an opportunity to strengthen 

client relationships and 

professional reputations. 

If you manage to 

remain neutral, take a 

practical approach and 

try to understand both 

sides of a dispute. This 

will help you to retain 

control over the complaint 

before it is escalated to a 

regulatory body. AB

Alexander Dunlop and Scott 

Prince, senior investigation 

officers, ACCA

More information

ACCA UK is running a 
member event on 23 
November on this. Visit bit.
ly/ACCA-complaints-event
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Belfast 

Business breakfast 
5 October, 07.30–09.00

Merchant Hotel, Belfast.

Speaker: senior government 

representative.

CPD: 1.5 units.

More at bit.ly/bel-5oct.

Cork

Business breakfast
25 October, 07.30–09.00

Clayton Hotel, Lapps Quay.

Speaker: Caroline Dowling, 

business group president, 

Flextronics.

CPD: 1.5 units.

More at bit.ly/cor-25oct.

Dublin

Charity regulator’s current 
projects and future plans 
update
5 October, 18.15–20.15

Grand Canal Hotel, Grand 

Canal Street Upper.

Speakers: Eamonn 

O’Halloran of the Charity 

Limerick

Cybersecurity
10 October, 18.00–20.00

Clayton Hotel, Steamboat 

Quay.

Speaker: Tom Fitzgibbon, 

senior manager of the 

cybersecurity team at Dell.

CPD: two units.

More at bit.ly/lim-10oct.

Tralee

Technical update
17 October, 18.00–20.00

Solas Building, Tralee IT.

Speaker: Aidan Clifford, 

technical director of 

ACCA Ireland, on which 

GAAP and when, an 

audit update, companies 

legislation, implementation 

issues with FRS 102 and 

Companies Acts 2014 

and 2017, FRED 67 (draft 

amendments to FRS 102) 

and an overview of charity 

accounting.

CPD: two units

More at bit.ly/tra-17oct. AB

Regulatory Authority, and 

Jonathan Clarke of Centrus 

Advisors UK.

CPD: two units.

More at bit.ly/dub-5oct.

Advanced treasury risk 
management
11 October, 09.30–16.30

Gibson, Point Village.

Speaker: John Finn, Treasury 

Solutions managing director, 

on the impact of fintech on 

corporates (not financial 

institutions).

CPD: seven units.

More at bit.ly/dub-11oct.

Budget briefing
11 October, 18.15–20.15

Hilton, Charlemont Place.

Speaker: Pieter Burger, 

partner at Deloitte Ireland, on 

the Budget decisions for the 

coming year and how they 

will affect tax rates in relation 

to income tax, corporation 

tax, VAT, pensions and other 

business issues.

CPD: two units.

More at bit.ly/dub-11oct2.

ACCA new members 
celebration
18 October, 18.00–20.30

Aviva Stadium, 

Landsdowne Road.

More at bit.ly/dub-18oct.

Financial services network 
chairman’s breakfast 
20 October, 07.30–09.00

Spencer Hotel, Excise Walk, 

IFSC.

Speaker: Deirdre Somers, 

Irish Stock Exchange CEO. 

CPD: 1.5 units.

More at bit.ly/dub-20oct.

Galway

Budget briefing
11 October, 18.00–20.00

Venue to be confirmed.

Speaker: Paul Mee, tax 

partner at Mazars, on the 

Budget decisions for the 

coming year and their effect 

on income tax, corporation 

tax, VAT, pensions and other 

business issues.

CPD: two units.

More at bit.ly/gal-11oct.

Upcoming events
ACCA Ireland runs an exciting programme of events across the country, featuring 
high-profile speakers and offering networking and CPD opportunities
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As the days get shorter and the 
winter chill sets in, for those in public 
practice it is also fast approaching 
the season of renewing your ACCA 
practising certifi cate.

The renewal period for an ACCA 

practising certifi cate begins early 

October and ends on 31 December. If 

you wish to renew your ACCA practising 

certifi cate, you must ensure your renewal 

form is complete and sent to ACCA 

along with payment for the practising 

certifi cate by 31 December. 

ACCA writes to practitioners in 

October regarding the renewal but 

the obligation is very much on the 

in regulatory and/or disciplinary action. 

To renew as an individual, simply log 

in to your myACCA account. Firms’ 

renewals can also be submitted online. 

If you are the nominated contact 

partner/director, log into myACCA 

using your fi rm’s ACCA reference 

number and passcode.

If you have any questions regarding the 

renewal of a practising certifi cate, please 

contact ACCA’s Authorisation team on 

0141 534 4175. If you have questions 

relating to the requirement to hold an 

ACCA practising certifi cate, please 

contact ACCA’s technical advisory line 

on 020 7059 5920. AB

practitioner to ensure this is sent 

to ACCA in good time for it to be 

processed.

An ACCA practising certifi cate is 

required for ACCA practitioners who 

provide any of the services that fall 

within the defi nition of public practice 

contained within ACCA’s Rulebook. In 

addition, ACCA members accepting an 

appointment as an auditor are required 

to hold an ACCA practising certifi cate 

with audit qualifi cation, even where the 

practitioner holds an audit qualifi cation 

with another professional body.

Failure to renew a practising 

certifi cate by the deadline could result 

Licence to operate
Now is the time for ACCA practitioners and those acting in an auditor capacity 
to renew their practising certifi cates
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Global confidence eases back

Still hopeful
The confi dence of the world’s fi nance professionals in the 
economic outlook remains higher than in recent years

ACCA’s latest Global 
Economic Conditions Survey 
(GECS) reveals a more 
positive economic outlook 
than the past couple of 
years despite a slight drop 
in confi dence. 

The quarterly survey 

of fi nance professionals, 

including CFOs, conducted 

by ACCA and IMA (the 

Institute of Management 

Accountants) found that 

North America is the most 

confi dent region, followed 

by South Asia. Confi dence 

levels are lowest in the 

Middle East. 

The biggest concern 

cited by respondents 

remains rising costs (47% of 

respondents), both in terms 

of wages and raw materials. 

Second on the worry list is 

decreased income (40%), 

followed by securing prompt 

payment. Suppliers going 

out of business comes 

bottom of the list – cited by 

just 9% of respondents. 

The main positive 

development listed 

by respondents is the 

opportunity to benefi t from 

innovation (41%), closely 

followed by the opportunity 

to focus on niche products 

(34%). Worryingly – in terms 

of the outlook for the next 

few quarters – just 13% 

of respondents consider 

increased orders the main 

positive development. 

The inconclusive result of 

the UK’s general election 

in June appears to have 

had an adverse impact on 

the country’s economic 

confi dence, which fell sharply 

and is now at its second-

lowest level since the survey 

began in 2011. 

Download the report at 

bit.ly/ACCA-gecs2-17.  AB
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